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The present paper gives an account of sixty-four species of Calyptoblastic 
Hydroids occurring in Tasmanian waters. This number includes sixteen forms 
not previously recorded from this region. Of these one is a new species, namely, 
H alecium fragile. 
The specimens examined are from the east and south-east coasts, from the 
Derwent Estuary, and from the D'Entrecasteaux Channel. They were obtained 
partly by dredging and partly by shore-collecting. 
Some of the Hydroids previously recorded from Tasmania were from deep 
water. Specimens of these have not been seen, and the descriptions given are based 
on those of previous authors. However, in other cases, existing descriptions have 
been carefully checked against new specimens, and, where necessary, measurements 
have been incorporated in the revised accounts. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
Investigations on the Calyptoblastic Hydroids from Tasmania are incomplete 
and few in number. With but one or two exceptions present knowledge is based 
on material obtained as part of larger collections of marine fauna, instead of on a 
specialized collection of Hydroida. 
The first record of Hydroida from these regions concerns material obtained 
during the voyage of H.M.S. Rattlesnake, and described by Busk (1852). 
In 1874 H.M.S. Challenger made some dredgings in Bass Strait, and the 
Hydro ids obtained were described by Allman ( 1883, 1888). · 
D'Arcy Thompson (1879) wrote a paper on Hydroids from Australia and 
New Zealand. Included in this were descriptions of some specimens from Bass 
Strait and George Town. 
Hydroids dredged off the Tasmanian coast by the F.I.S. Endeavour· from 
1909-1914, have been described by W. M. Bale ( 1914b, 1914c; Hi15). In addition, 
E. A. Briggs (1914, 1915) has written two papers dealing with Hydroida from 
Tasmania. 
1 
A REVISION (Jr' THE TASMANIAN HYDROIDA 
The Hydroids collected by the Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911-1914 
were described by Briggs ( 1939). These included a few species dredged off 
Maria Island. 
There are no records of any specimens having been found, or collections having 
been made, on the west and south-west coasts of Tasmania. 
KEY TO FAMILIES AND GENERA 
1. No true hydrothecae- or gonothecae 
2. Hydrothecae and gonothecae- present 
3. Sarcothecae absent (except in Phula.ctotheca. and Peri,,n:phonia) 
Sarcutheeae always present; hydrothecae sessile, on one side only 
of the stem or pinna 
-1. Hydrntheene with a clefinite diaphragm 
Hydrotheeae without a definite diaphrag·m> tubular with a smooth 
nutrgin 
:J. _Hydrothecae tubular, wider than deep, biserial 
Hydrothecae campanulate, generally deepe1· than wide, .never adnate, 
operculum absent 
Hydrothecae ovato-conic, never adnate, operculum present 
Hydrothecae se,.:;sile, adnate ur immersed 
G. Hydrotheea margin smooth 
Hyd1·otheca marg·in toothed 
'7. Sarcothecae present on hydrocaulus 
Sat·euthecae nevet· present 
8. Gonotb.ecae on hydroeaulus, free 1nednsae 
Gonot.heeae on hydrocaulus, fixed medusoid g·onophores 
Hydrothec:ae te.rn1inal on ;.,;hort pednneles-
9. Medu~-ae without manubrium. 
Medusae without tentacles or digestive cavity 
10. Hydrocaulu~ monosiphonic 
Hydrocaulu~ polysiphonic 
11, Peripheral tlJbt:~s without sarcothecac 
Peripheral tubes headng tubular sm·cothecae 
12. Hydrocanlus internode~ each lJcaring; a. _peduneulatt' hyflTotheca 
1~;. Hydrol'aulus internodes with paired, opposite hydruthecae-; 
Gymnohlastea 
Caly_p toLl as tea 
Plnmu\ariidae 
Lafoi~idae 
Haleeiidae 
Campa n 11la t~i idae 
Campanulinidae 
Synthe·e·tidae 
SeTtularidae 
Phylaetother~u ... 
Hnl-£-;ciu1n 
Obdia 
Gonof.h.uraen 
S?2icufari-a 
OrthtJP1-J;.~:is 
He hello, 
CryptolaJia 
T'erisiphonio, 
Thyro;.;(:l.JJ.di?l.<.: 
gonotheeae arise frorn within certain hydruthecae SJJ-ntheciu·rn 
14. Hydrothecae biserial, not in pairs, oppmdte to alternate 'l'hu:iaTiu, 
4 
lii 
10 
12 
6 
13 
14 
11 
Hydrotheeae alw<1.ys p~-drc1l, opposite to alternate-, internal opereulum lG 
1-fydnAheeae alternate, one un an internode Sertulare!la 
Hyd1·uthecae .spirally arrH.n.2:ed in several longitudinal series Sclrtf-1'1:-no]J.<;i"i! 
1 G. Gunotheeae differ i.n the ::;ext;s Diphm;/a 
Gtmotheeae similar in the soxes Sc;·tuinrif:i-
ll}. Laterai .sarcotheca.e m.oveable, \Vh1e glass ;.;haped, ba~es narrow 
Lateral sareothe.c:ae, whe-n pre~;e11t, a.lways flxP.d 
17. :nranr·hlets pinnate 
Branehlets vel'ticlllate 
18. Lateral sarcothecae pre;;;ent 
Lateral sarco-theeae a.bsenl 
Hi. Gone-thecae bvcne on the stern 
Goncthecae borne ln corbulae, or on modifted pirmae 
HydtY•theeae vvith a large an[;erim:· 1·ostrum 
Hydn.Jthecae ,.vithoui ~t rostrum 
!Julico1·na.f'iu. 
Auhw'f)hcFi<.t 
Ha!"icornop8is 
K1:Fch eri.})fJu.en:a 
1.7 
lS 
1\J 
20 
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Sub-Order CAL YPTOBLASTEA 
Family CAMPANULARllDAE 
' Hydrothecae terminal, pedicellate, campanulate. 
trumpet-shaped proboscis '. Hincks. 
Polypites with a large 
Genus Obelia Peron and Lesuem, 1809 
' Stem branching, plant-like, rooted by a creeping stolon; hydro thecae camp-
armlate, without operculum; gonothecl:le borne on the stem and branches; repro-
duction by free medusiform zooids. 
Gonozooid: Umbrella (at the time of liberation), depressed and disk-like; 
manubrium short and quadrate; radiating canals 4; marginal tentacles numerous 
(increasing in number with age), prolonged at the base and projecting inwards; 
lithocysts 8 2 in each interradial space, borne on the inner side of 8 of the tentacles 
nea1· the base '. Hincks. 
Obelia geniculata (Linnaeus, 1758) 
(F'igs 1-4) 
Serhdan:a aenir.ulata Linnaens, 1758, 
Locnnedea ueniculata Lamouroux, 1816. 
Carnpanufa.ria rJenicu!ata Fleming. 
Mono}Jy~r;'is ucniculata Ehrenburg. 1R:i4. 
E'UCOJ.IC diaphana Agassiz, 1362. 
OlH;Ua, aeniculata Allman, 1864. 
Eucopc alt,~rnata A. Agassiz, 18f5:). 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus simple, monosiphonic, up to 2 em. in height; stem 
markedly flexuous, or zig-zag, jointed at each flexure; immediately below each 
joint the perisarc is expanded to form a support for the annulated (4-6 rings) 
pedicel of the hydrotheea; one to three rings p1·esent on each stem internode distal 
to the joint. Hydrothecae obe0nicaL rather short, with an entire margin; the 
supporting pedicel is almost erect, and tapers slightly from th~ base. 
Gonosomc: Gonothecat> elongated and urn-shaped; aperture terminal in position 
and surrounded by a prominent collar of characteristic construction. The gonotheca 
aTises in a position axillary to the pedicel of a hydrotheca and is supported by a 
short annulated stalk. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter (at joint) 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrothcea, diamder (at aperture) 
Gonothcca, length 
0·72-0·75 mm. 
0·13-0·16 mm. 
0·25-0·28 n1rn~ 
0·80-0·32 l111U. 
0·75-0·80 111111. 
Gonotheca, diameter 0·28-0<1:3 nmL 
Locality: Garden Islan'l Creek !Deccmhe1·, 1948); BellEorive, Derwent E~.tuar:; 
(June, 1949). 
Distribution: Recol·dcd from Australia; N cw Zealand: Labrador; Ma;o;;.;aclm-
setts; European Seas. 
4 A REVISION OF THE TASMANIA~,' .. fYDROIDA 
The specimens from Garden Island Creek, which form the basis of this 
description, were found growing on the laminae of Mam·ocystis near the surface 
of the water. The hydrorhiza of the colonies formed a very extensive network 
covering the entire lamina. 
The specimen differs from that described by Bale ( 1884, p. 59) in the 
possession of annuli on the hydrocaulus internodes, and also in the shape of the 
internodes, which are not as stout. In thE' possession of annuli the specimen 
agrees with the form desc1·ibed hy Mulder & Trebilcock (1914, p. 44). 
F'IGS 1-7. 
Obelia genic,u.lata (Linnaeus). Fig. 1: Portion of eolony. Fig. 2: Gonotheca showing medusae. 
~~!g. 3: Longitudinal section through top of mature gonotheea. Fig. 4: Hydrotheca with partially 
expanded polyp. Ohel'ia australis von Lendenfeld. Fig. 5: Hydrotheca with retracted polyp. 
Fig. 6: Po-rtion of colony. Fig. 7: Gonotheca with two nearly mature medusae. 
Obelia australis von Lendenfeld, 1884 
(Figs 5-7) 
Obelia a.ustrali.<; von Lendenfeld, 1884. 
Trophosom.c: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, sparingly branched, attaining a 
height of about 3-4 em.; stem flexuous, annulated (3-5 rings) distal to the origin 
of hydrothecae pedicels, also (8-10 rings) at the base of each branch, and the stem; 
pedice!s amrulated, those at the distal end of colony with 4-10 rings, those proximally 
placed with 10-20 rings, these later often having the central part smooth. Hydro-
thecae alternate, campanulate, not eonstricted at the level of the floor, which is 
very oblique and plac·ed a little above the base; margin of aperture is entire and 
may be sinuous. 
Gonosome: The gonothecae are urn-shaped and elongated, ansmg axillary to a 
branch hydrotheca, o1· both; the aperture is terminal with a collar surrounding. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaul us internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Hyd1·otheca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, diam~ter 
up to 0·80 mm. 
0·10-0·11 mm. 
up to 0·1)0 mm. 
0·33-0·40 111111. 
up to 1·25 111111. 
0·43-0·44 mm. 
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Locality: Hobart (March, June, 1949); Maria Island, 65 fathoms (Briggs, 
December, 1912). 
Distribution: Recorded from New South Wales; New Zealand; Gulf of Manaar, 
Ceylon. 
The specimens were found growing on the piles of a jetty below low-tide level. 
The gonotheca resembles that of Obelia gen,iculata, but in some cases there is a 
t;ransverse constriction, about half-way between base and apex. The specimen 
from Maria Island (Briggs, 1939, p. 14) was found growing epizoically on 
Aglaophe·nia tctS'rnanica Bale. 
Genus Gonothyraea Allman, 1864 
' Stem erect and branched, rooted by a thrC"ad-like stolon; hydrothecae 
campanulate and hyaline; polypites with a prominent contractile proboscis; 
reproduction by fixed medusiform sporosacs which are furnished with a circlet 
of filiform tentacles, and, when mature, become extra-capsular, and are borne on 
the summit of the gonotheca '. Hincks. 
Gonothyraea hyalina Hincks, 1868 
(Figs 8-11) 
Gonot:hyraea hua.Iina Hindes, 1868. 
?Calycella 'P1Frkeri Hilgendorf, 1897. 
?Gonothyraea pnrkerl Bale, H)24. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, branched, attaining a height of 
about 3 em.; stem flexuous, jointed, giving rise to a branch, hydrotheca, or both, 
at each joint; stem annulated at the base, and distal to each joint, as are the 
branches. Hydrothecae alternate, elongate, campanulate, hyaline; aperture 
circular, margin castellated, the denticles heing indented at the top; hydrothecae 
are borne on annulated (up to 20 rings), slightly tapering pedicels. 
Gonosmne: Sexes are separate, the colony being· either male or female. 
Gonothecae are large, axillary to a branch of hydrothecae, urn-shaped with a 
flattened top, supported by a ringed pedicel; gonophores become extra-capsular 
at maturity, but arc not liberated. 
Dimensions : 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, maximum diameter 
Locality: Hobart, Derwent Estuary (March, 1947, 1949) . 
Distribution: England; New Zealand ( ?) . 
up to 0·75 mm. 
0·08-0·10 mm. 
0·43-0·47 mm. 
0·20-0·25 mm. 
up to 0·80 mm. 
0·40 mn1. 
The hydranth when expanded is long and thin, with a large extensible 
trumpet-shaped proboscis; the single ring of twenty-four extremely long tentacles 
has the appea1·ance of two rings (fig. 9). The appearance of the polyp in the 
retracted state is very characteristic, the tentaeles being drawn just within the 
margin of the hydrotheca (fig. 10). 
The trophosome of this genus closely resembles that of some species of 
Obelia, except in the structure of the reproductive organs. The female gonophores 
on becoming extra-capsular at maturity contain three to five large ova which 
are not liberated. Fertilisation and development to the motile planuiar stage 
6 A REVISION OF THE TASMANIAN HYDROIDA 
takes. place within the. sporosac. The, male gonophores become extra-capsular 
in ·a similar way, but here the spermatozoa are discharged shortly after emergence. 
The present specimen is the .first record of, Gonothyraea hyalina from the 
Southern Hemisphere. However, Bale (1924, p. 231) discusses a Gonothyraea 
parke1·i, originally described from Dunedin by Hilgendorf under the name of 
Calycella parkeri, which he considers is probably identical with Gonothyraea 
hyalina Hincks. · 
This species lives in a position so as to become exposed a,t very low tides, 
a feature also noted by Hilgendorf in the case of Gonothyraea parkeri. 
FIGS 8-13. 
Gonothyraea hyaline Hincks. Fi~. 8: Portion of colony. Fig. 9: Hydrotheca with expanded polyp. 
Fig. 10: Hydrotheca with contracted polyp. Fig. 11 : Female gonotheca with two emergent medusoid 
gonophores containing mature ova. Silicularia campanularia (von Lendenfeld). Fig. 12: Distal 
portion of peduncle with terminal ,hydrotheca. Fig. 13: Gonotheea. 
Genus SiJicularia Meyen, 1834 
' Trophosome similar to that of Campanularia; gonophores consisting of free 
medusoids which are destitute. of a manubrium '. Bale. 
Silicularia campanularia (von Lendenfeld, 1884) 
(Figs 12, 13) 
Eucopella campanularia, in part, von Lendenfeld, 18R4. 
Eucopella campanularia Bale, 1888. 
? Eucopella reticulata Hartlaub, 1905. 
Silicularia campanularia Bale·, 1914a. 
Trophosome: Hydrorhiza broad and flat; hydrothecae terminal on short 
unbranched peduncles which arise at right angles to the hydrorhiza. The length 
of the peduncles is very variable as is the number of joints (1-3) which may 
occur immediately below the· spherule; spherule single lying between the hydro-
theca and the peduncle. Perisarc of spherule and peduncle may be thickened, 
not necessarily corresponding to the external outline. Hydrotheca has no cavity 
corresponding to the external outline, a considerable portion being filled with 
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s()lid perisarc; the cavity is shallow and eccentrically placed towards the lower 
sjde of the hydrotheca; from the base of this cavity a tube leads to the spherule. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae ovate, broad and flattened, attached to the hydrorhiza 
by a short stalk; at maturity a single medusoid is liberated. 
Dimensions : 
Peduncle, length 
Peduncle, diameter 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Spherule, diameter 
Spherule, length 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, breadth 
up to ·2.5 mm. 
0·13c0·16 mm. 
0·48-0·55 mm. 
0·47-0·58 mm. 
0·10-0·11 mm. 
0·13 mm. 
up to 1·50 mm. 
up to 1·00 mm. 
Locality: South Arm, Derwent Estuary (April, 
(May, 1949). 
1947, 1949); Oyster Bay 
Distribution: Recorded from Victoria; ·New South Wales. 
In life the polyp leans towards one side of the hydrotheca, into which it is 
not fully retractile; successive joints of the peduncle differ in length, but corres-
ponding joints on different peduncles, are, as a general rule, equal and constant. 
The specimens were found growing on various algae, the growth of the 
colonies often being very extensive. · The specimen from South Arm (April, 
1949) was found near low-tide mark, and that from Oyster Bay on storm drifted 
Macrocystis. 
Genus Orthopyxis L. Agassiz, 1862 
' Trophosome consisting of smooth or undulated peduncles of varying lengths, 
springing from a creeping hydrorhiza, and supporting each a single hydrotheca; 
hydrothecae campanulate with the lower part compressed but usually circular 
above the perisarc varying .much in thickness but always greatly thickened 
inwards near the base so as to form a floor on which the hydra:n,th is supported; 
hydranth radially symmetrical, with about 24-32 tentacles and a large trumpet-
shaped hypos tome. Gonothecae variable in form within the limits of a species; 
gonozooid a modified medusa, having neither tentacles nor digestive cavity but 
provided with four branched radial ,canals, and sometimes with margina;I sense 
organs'. Bale. 
Orthopyxis caliculata (Hincks, 1853) 
(Figs 14-16) 
Campanularia caliculata Hincks, 1853. 
Campanularia breviscyphia Sars, 1857. 
Laomed~a caliculata Allman, 1864. 
Clytia (Orthopyxis) poterium Agassiz, 1862. 
Orthopyxis poterium A. Agassiz, 1865. 
Campanularia poterium Nutting, 1901. 
Clytia caliculata Nutting, 1901. 
Eucopella caliculata Fraser, · 1911. 
Campanularia integra Levinsen. 1892. 
Trophosome: Hydrorhiza a flattened, ribbon-like stolon bearing short upright 
shoots, or peduncles, of varying lengths; peduncles distinctly undulated and may 
be jointed distally; terminally on each pedm:icle is borne a single hydrotheca 
and immediately below, between the hydrotheca and the end of the peduncle, 
8 A REVISION OF 'fHE 'I'ASMANIAN HYDROIDA 
is a single spherule. Hydrothecae campanulate, with the lower part exhibiting 
bilateral development in being distinctly compressed; the perisarc of hydrotheca 
walls is thickened towards the base to form a support for the hydranth. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae elongate, ovate or oblong, smooth, somewhat com-
pressed; at maturity they are rounded at the top. However, as· with trophosome, 
wide variations are possible. 
Dimensions: 
Peduncle, length 
Peduncle, diameter 
Spherule, length 
Spherule, diameter 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, diameter 
up to 1·25 
0·08-0·11 
0·41-0·44 
0·48-0·51 
0·14-0·33 
0·11-0·26 
1·00 
0·50 
mn1. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm .. 
mm. 
Locality: Eaglehawk Neck (February, 1948); Bicheno; Oyster Bay; Rheban 
(May, 1949). 
Distribution: Cosmopolitan. 
The specimens in this collection agree with the description by Bale (1914a, 
p, 74). As can be seen from the measurements above, there is a very wide 
variation in the trophosome measurements even in the one colony. 
The bilateral symmetry of the hydrotheca is illustrated in figs 14, 15; 
in ' front ' view the hydrotheca remains wide as far as the platform on which 
the hydranth is supported, with the walls more or less thickened, whilst in 
'side' view the ·appearance is markedly conical with thin walls. 
The specimen from Eaglehawk Neck was growing epizoically on Plumularia 
setacea '(Ellis) just below low-tide level. The other specimens were taken from 
storm-drifted sea-weed. 
17 
--
14 18 
FIGS 14-19. 
Orthopyxis caliculata ( Hincks). Fig. 14: Peduncle and terminal hydrotheca in broad aspect. 
Fig. 15: Hydrotheca in narrow aspect. Fig. 16: Gonotheca. Orthopyxis angulata Bale. Fig. 17: 
Peduncle and hydrotheca of the thickened type. Fig. 18: Peduncle and hydrotheca of the unthickened 
type. Fig. 19: Gonotheca. 
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Orthopyxis angulata Bale, 1914 
(Figs 17-19) 
OrthopyJ.:is angnlata Bale, 1914a~ 
Tr-ophosmne: Hydrorhiza a broad thickened ribbon, bearing stout upright 
shoots or peduncles of varying lengths; peduncles thickened, smooth, narrowed 
at point of origin, sometimes with one or more joints or constrictions towards 
the distal end; a single spherule between the distal end of peduncle and the 
terminal hydrotheca. Hydrothecae single and terminal on a shoot; bilaterally 
developed, in broad view being wide at base with the floor markedly flattened 
due to a thickening of perisarc; walls thickened, either for whole length, or in 
the form of a convex band running round the hydro theca just below the margin; 
in narrow view hydrotheca appears almost conical, with thin walls, except for 
the continuation of sub-marginal band; aperture elliptical, margin entire, slightly 
everted. 
Gonusmne: Gonothecae broad, flattened; in broad view they appear ovate, 
truncate, with undulated edges, a little contracted towards the top, then 
widening to form two angular projections; top flat or slightly concave between 
the projections. 
Dimensions : 
Peduncle, length 
Peduncle, diameter 
Spherule, length 
Spherule, diameter 
Hydrotheea, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, breadth 
up to 8·17 111lll. 
0·08-0·17 mm. 
0·05-0·07 111m. 
0·05-0·10 mm. 
up to 0·54 111m. 
up to 0·25 mm. 
1·08 mm. 
0·83 mm: 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel, 10-12 fathoms (July, 1949); Blackman's 
Bay, Derwent Estuary, 3-4 fathoms (July, 1949). 
Distribution: Recorded from Pt. Phillip (Wilson). 
The specimens from the two localities show a marked c(mtrast in the shape 
of the hydrotheca. However, Bale (1914a, p. 82) states that this wide variation 
in size and shape is not inconsistent with the allocation of the two forms to the 
one species. 
The specimen from D'Entrecasteaux Channel has the peduncle jointed for 
some distance below the spherule; the internodes are unequal in length, the 
proximal the longest, with the others in a decreasing series. Hydrothecae have 
thin walls except for a convex band round the theca just bdow the margin, 
which is entire, slightly everted, with a rim that is smooth or very slightly 
undulated. Specimen was growing on Macrocyst:-is lamina. 
The specimen from Blackman's Bay differs in several points. Peduncle is 
not jointed. Hydrothecae are thickened bilaterally, giving the effect of strong 
compression; aperture is circular or nearly so; margin entire, smooth or slightly 
undulated, everted. This specimen was also found growing on Ma,crocystis lamina, 
with the hydrorhiza of the colony very wide-spread. 
Family CAMPANULINIDAE 
' Hydro thecae ova to-conic, pedicellate; polypites cylindrical, with a small 
conical proboscis'. - Hincks. 
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Genus Thyroscyphus Allman, 1877 
' Hydrocaulus composed of consecutive internodes each supporting a peduneulate 
hydrotheca. Hydrotheeae with tlw cavity divided from that of peduncle by a 
perfo1·ated diaphragm, and having the orifice surmounted by a roof which is 
composed of four triangular membranous valves'. -~ Allman. 
Thyroscyphus simplex (Lamouroux, 1816) 
Lao'medea .'l.~implex L:unoun.ux, 1816. 
Cu1'nJJaru.da'ria trideut!Lta H-ale, 1894. 
s(~rtulau:lla trhlcntatn Hartlaub, 1900. 
Thyrost·yph,us tridentatu.s Hartlaub, 1901. 
Thyro:u·uphu:; :-n:mplcJ~ Bil1ard, 1900. 
Para.o;cyJ;hu:-; :.;im]J[e;r; Ritchie, 1911. 
(Fig. 22) 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus simple, monosiphonic, attaining a height of about 
2-3 em."; stem divided into internodes each hearing a short process from which 
springs a hydrotheca. Hydrothecae alternate, tubular above, curving inwards 
towards the base on the upper side only; the lower, outer wall is straight or 
concave, the upper strongly convex; the aperture has three pointed teeth 
( emarginations), and an ?Perculum of three pieces. 
Gonosmne: Gonothecae up to four in number, borne proximally on hydrocaulus; 
ovate, elongate, smooth, with a rounded top and a small circular aperture; margin 
thickened but not elevated. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Hydrotheca, diameter at base 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, diameter 
0·66-0·75 mm. 
0·15-0·20 mm. 
0·66-0·70 mm. 
0·20-0·22 mm. 
0·08-0·10 mm. 
up to 1·40 mm. 
up to 0·60 mm. 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel; Seven miles east of Cape Pillar, 100 
fathoms (Briggs). 
Distribution: Recorded from Australia (Lamom·oux); Port Phillip, Victoria 
(Bale); French Pass, New Zealand (Hartlaub); Gough Island, South Atlantic 
(.Ritchie); Clyde Sea Area, Barrier Plateau, between Sanda Island and Ailsa 
Craig, 24 fathoms (Ritchie); Forty miles west of Kingston, S.A., 30 fathoms 
(Bale); Fifty miles south of C. Wiles, S.A., 75 fathoms (Bale). 
The discrepancy in the number of opercular teeth given in Allman's generic 
description, compared with the number in Bale's description of Campanulnria 
tridentnta is considered by the latter to be of little importance. 
The speeimen was growing on the shell of the scallop Notovola fnmatus. 
Gonothecac are lacking in this specimen, the measurements being those given 
by Briggs ( 1914, p. 288). 
Family LAFOEIDAE 
'Hydrothecae tubular; polypites cylindrical, with a conical proboscis'. Hincks. 
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Genus Lafoea Lamouroux, 1821 
' Stem a simple, creeping, tubular fibre, or erect and composed of many tubes 
aggTegated together, rooted by a filiform stolon; hydrotheeae tubular, sessile or 
With a short pedicel, without an operculum, more or less regularly disposed on 
t!1e stem and branches; polypites cylindrical, with a eonical proboscis'. - Hincks. 
Lafoea fruticosa ( Sars, 1850) 
C<onvanalaria frntieosa- Sars, 18&0. 
Ctnnpwwnlaria. uraci/Lim,(J. Alder, 1857. 
Cali(·ellu frutieo~a Hincks, 186Ib. 
L<lfo(:n nrncilb:11W. G. 0. SarS, 1874. 
Lafo(~a. jrut'!~COI:UL Sars, 18G2. 
T1·ophosmne: Hydroeaulus erect, polysiphonic, irregularly and often sub-
unilaterally branched, attaining· a height of about 7-8 ems. Hydrotheeae long, 
slender, slightly curved with thin walls, borne on short pedicels whieh are either 
annulated ( 3-4 rings) or loosely twisted; aperture entire, margin smooth. 
Locality: Bass Strait (Busk). 
Distribution: Recorded from Great Britain; Berg-en; North Cape; Iceland. 
The specimen from Bass Strait, in Rusk's collection, has been examined by 
Hincks who states he has 'little doubt that it is identical with the present species'. 
Dimensions are not given. There is no specimen in this collection. 
) 
~ 
21 
20 
Pen:siphonJn e~"t~.<iert:a (_Bnsld. Ji'ig. 20: Distal end of pinna (after Allman). Fig. 21: Outline of 
hyclrotheca showing a sareotheca springing from its pedunele (after Allrnan). Thyroscuphus si-mplex 
( Lamouroux}. Fig. 22: Portion of eolony with hyrlrotheca. Cruptolaria arhorifoTrn1~ Ritchie. 
Fig. 23: Portion of faseieled branch with hydrotheeae (after Ritehie). 
Genus Perisiphonia Allman, 1888 
'Hydrocaulus composed of two constituents, an axial and a peripheral; the 
axial formed by a continuous tube which carries at intervals along its length 
numerous tubes which completely surround the axial in its entire length, are 
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destitute of hydrothecae, but allow the hydrothecae of the axial tube to protrude 
through interstices between them into the surrounding water; the superficial tubes 
of the peripheral fascicle set with tubular sarcothecae '. Allman. 
Perisiphonia exserta (Busk, 1858) 
Cryptolaria exserta Busk, 1858. 
Perisiphonia .filicula Allman, 1888. 
Perisiphonia exserta Ritchie, 1911. 
(Figs 20, 21) 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus slender, polysiphonic, attaining a height of about 
6 em.; from the stem hydrocladia (pinnae), which may be slightly fascicled, arise 
in sub-opposite pairs lying in the same plane. Hydrothecae borne in two opposite 
series on axial tubes, regularly alternate, lying in one plane; hydrothecae cylindrical, 
adpressed to the axial tube for two-thirds of length, distal portion projecting 
through the fascicle of peripheral tubes; aperture round; margin smooth, slightly 
everted, little tendency to regeneration, not more than two reduplicated margins. 
Base of hydrotheca passes into an expanded portion of axial tube which represents 
a pedicel, this is marked by a strong oblique diaphragm. Sarcothecae occur on 
the stem and pinnae; more or less regularly placed on the external peripheral 
tubes; short,. cylindrical, each placed on a forward projecting process which tapers 
towards distal end where the diameter is less than that of free portion of the 
sarcotheca. 
Gonosome: Unknown. 
Dimensions : 
Peripheral tube, diameter .... .... .... 0·05-0·06 mm. 
Hydrotheca, length adnate to axial tube 0·33-0·34 mm. 
Hydrotheca, length free from axial tube ·012-0·15 mm. 
Hydrotheca, diameter at mouth .... 0·12 mm. 
Sarcotheca, length . . . . 0·05-0·06 mm. 
Sarcotheca, diameter . . . . 0·035 mm. 
Distance between adjacent hydrothecae on hydroclades 0·47-0·51 mm. 
Locality: Seven miles east of C. Pillar, 100 fathoms (Briggs); Oyster Bay, 60 
fathoms (Bale); Thirty-five miles south-east of Bruni Island, 150-230 fathoms 
(Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded from Madeira, North Atlantic (Johnson); Station 75, 
near the Azores, Lat. 38° 38' N., Long. 28° 28' 30" W., 450 fathoms (Allman); 
Station 163a, off Twofold Bay, N.S.W., 150 fathoms (Allman); Station 57, off Wata 
Mooli, N.S.W., 54-59 fathoms (Ritchie); Great Australian Bight, Long. 130° 40' E., 
160 fathoms (Bale). 
The measurements quoted above. are those given by Briggs (1914, p. 290), there 
being no specimen in this collection. 
Genus Cryptolaria Busk, 1858 
' Hydrocaulus consisting of two parts, an axial and a peripheral, the peripheral 
consisting of a fascicle of simple tubes, the axial of a single tube, simple or branched, 
whose proximal portion lies under cove~ of the peripheral, and whose distal portion 
is free. Hydrothecae borne both by the covered and free portions of the axial tube, 
tubiform, destitute of peduncles, with the cavity directly continuous with that of the 
axial tube, and with their walls never adnate to the axial tube, where this is covered 
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by the peripheral fascicle, but more or le~s adnate to the tube in the free portion of 
its course. Gonangia consisting of sac-like receptacles which spring at intervals 
from the axial tube and protrude externally through intexstices between the peri-
pheral fascicle'. Allman. 
Cryptolaria arboriformis Ritchie, 1911 
(Fig. 23) 
C'lYJJtolnria arborifor'ntis :Ritehie, 1911. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus branched, polysiphonic, attaining a height of about 
15 em.; branches fascicled and very irregular; ultimate branchlets fascicled, lying in 
one plane and arising pinnately; the axial tube not jointed, but bearing alternate 
hydrothecae at regular intervals. Hydrothecae in one plane, close-set, small, elongate, 
adnate for most of length, narrow at base but widening upwards, concealed by 
peripheral fascicle except for a short free portion which curves outwards at an 
angle of about 50° to the axis; aperture round, slightly eontraeted, margin not 
reduplicated; no diaphragm at base of theca, but lower end of adcauline wall bends 
outwards towards abcauline wall to form a small ledge. 
Gonosmne: Unknown. 
Dimensions: 
Fascicle tube, diameter 
Axial tube, diameter 
Hydrothe_.a, length of adnate portion 
Hydrotheca, length of free portion 
Hydrotheca, greatest diameter 
0·07 
up to 0·45 
0·28-0·31 
0·08-0·10 
0·10-0·12 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
m1n. 
Locality: Seven miles east of Cape Pillar, 100 fathoms (Briggs); Twenty-one 
miles N. 62' E. of Babel Island, Bass Strait (Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded from Station 44, off Coogee, New South Wales, 49-50 
fathoms (Ritchie). 
The measurements reeorded above are those given by Briggs ( 1914, p. 289), 
there being no specimen in this colleetion. 
Genus HebeUa Allman, 1888 
' Hydrocaulus a creeping monosiphonic stolon. Hydrothecae cylindrical, with 
entire margin, destitute of operculum, and with the cavity distinctly differentiated 
from that of the peduncle'. ~ Allman. 
Hebella calcarata (L. Agassiz, 1862) var. wntorta Marktanner-
Turneretscher, 1890 
(Fig. 24) 
HrbeUa contcrt.a Marktanner-Turneretsche-r, 18fl0. 
I-IebdJa. (~ul'i,ndr,ica. in part, Pictet, 1890. 
flebe/J(t scfLndc'ns, in part. Ba1c, 1913. 
Net L(Lfot_:a ey(iudrica von Lendent'eld, 18E/~, 
Hebdla calcara.ta.. in paTt, Billard, 1907b. 
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T,rophosome: Hydrocaulus slender, monosiphonic, branching, bearing hydro-
thecae on very short pedicels. Hydrothecae straight, slightly curved or twisted; 
rounded near the level of the diaphragm which separates the cavity from that of 
the pedicel; basal portion below the diaphragm short; aperture simple, margin 
smooth, slightly everted. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrotheca, length (Marktanner-Turneretscher) 
Hydrotheca, length (Bale) 
Hydrotheca, diameter 
0·46 mm. 
0·37-0·40 mm. 
0·15 mm. 
Locality: Ten miles north of Circular Head, on Sertularia ungniculata Busk 
(Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded .from New South Wales (Ritchie); Singapore (Mark-
tanner-TurnereJscher) . 
Bale (1915, p. 254) says; 'There is room for a difference of opinion as to 
whether H. contorta, which is distinguished from H. calca,rata by the smaller size 
and somewhat twisted form of the hydrothecae, should be regarded as a distinct 
species '. He, goes on to state that his specimens, compared with those of Mark-
tanner-Turneretscher, had the hydrotheca rather less, twisted, and in some cases 
not at all. 
The dimensions above are the only ones given, there not being a specimen in 
this coll~ction. 
This species, in common with Hebella calcarata, is only found in association 
with another hydroid. 
FIGS 24-27. 
Hebella calcarata var. contorta Marktanner~Turneretscher. Fig. 24: Hydrotheca artsing from 
creeping hydrocaulus (after Marktanner-Turneretscher). Halecium fragile n.sp. Fig. 25: Shoot 
compos€'d of a single internode, with terininal hydrophores. Fig. 26: Portion of a shoot. Fig. 27: 
Portion of colony growing on Sunthecium pa{ulum ( Busk). 
Family HALECIIDAE 
' Hydrothecae biserial, subsessile, jointed to 'a lateral proce,;s from the stem; 
polypites partially retractile'. Hincks. 
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Genus Halecium Oken, 1815 
' Zoophyte plant-like, more or less branched, rooted by a creeping stolon; 
hydrothecae biserial, tubular or deeply campanulate, suhsessile, jointed to a short 
lateral process from the stem; polypites partially retractile, large and fusiform; 
gonothecae scattered, dissimilar in the two sexes; reproduction by means of fixed 
sporosacs '. - Hincks. 
Halecium fragile n. sp. 
(Figs 25-27) 
Trophosome: Hydrorhiza a creeping, filiform stolon, smooth or .irregularly 
undulated. Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, sparingly branched or simple, consisting 
of shoots which attain a length of· about 4-5 mm.; shoots flexuous, composed of long 
cylindrical internodes which arfi! smooth or marked with irregularly placed trans-
verse constrictions; internodes alternate, variable in length, each arising from a 
small lateral process immediately below the terminal hydrophore of the preceding 
one. Hydrophores tubular, shallow, expanded from diaphragm to margin which is 
smooth, and strongly everted; hydrophores may be regenerated up to four times 
each successive one arising at the level of the diaphragm of the former. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae not present. 
Dimensions : 
Hydrorhiza, diameter 
Hydrocaulus, internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Hydrophore, diameter at aperture 
Hydrophore, diameter at diaphragm 
Hydrophore, depth (margin to diaphragm) 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel. 
0·05-0·07 mm. 
0·70-1·66 mm. 
0·05-0·08 mm. 
0·12-0·15 mm. 
0·07-0·08 mm. 
0·036-0·042 mm. 
The specimen was growing epizoically upon a colony of Synthecium patulum 
(Busk), which was attached to the shell of the Commercial Scallop, Notovola 
fumatus. 
The hydrorhiza of the specimen is ·a simple unjointed tube which, similar to 
the habit of Hebella, g-rows up the main stem of the host, giving off branches to 
the pinnae. 
Shoots are very short, . delicate, not exceeding 5 mm. in length, horne on 
small processes of the hydrorhiza; the form varies from single internodes with 
terminal hydrophores to shoots composed of a number of internodes, hut usually 
not more than five or six. 
The method of growth is cymose, typical of the Haleciidae. Each successive 
internode arises on a small lateral process beneath the terminal hydrophore .of 
the preceding one. Shoots are normally unbranched, hut in one case an 
internode bears no terminal hydrophore, but gives rise to two interno'des (branches) ; 
and in two cases, two internodes (branches) arise beneath the terminal hydrophore. 
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The internodes may be mar],ed by transverse constrictions which are not laid 
down in any 1·egular or systematic plan. 
The hydrophores each have a circlet of refractile puncta at the level of the 
diaphragm. The regenerated (secondary) hydrophores may be short, but in 
some cases the basal portion is nearly as long as one of the stem intei·nodes. 
The type specimen is in the Australian Museum. 
Halecium flexile Allman, 1888 
HalM-iHrn jiexile Allman, 1888. 
1I a,l(;e/um g'rll·(~ile Bale, J 888. 
Haleeiu:m ]Ja:rvulnm Bale, 1888. 
Haleei·um balei Fraser, 1911. 
No. 16, Halccium sp. Jnaba, 1890. 
(Figs 25-27) 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus branching, polysiphonic, attaining a height of about 
2 em.; branching irregular, with stem and branches flexuous, divided into long 
internodes by twisted oblique joints. Hydrophores alternate, borne at the distal 
end of the internode, tubular, with an everted margin, and often with secondary 
calycles arising within the old ones. 
Gonosome: ' The male is pyriform, o1· club-shaped, laterally compressed, 
attached to the hydrocaulus by a short peduncle, and not terminal on a branch. 
The female large, ovate, compressed, sporosac decidedly narrower than the 
capsule, with a space at the upper part not occupied by ova'. Bale, 1888. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, diameter at apertul'e 
Hydrotheca, diameter at base 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, breadth 
0·57-0·66 mnl. 
0·13-0·16 mm. 
0·06-0·08 mm. 
0·15-0·16 mm. 
0·08-0·10 mm. 
up to 0·60 mm. 
up to 0·50 mm. 
Locality: Eaglehawk Neck (February, 1948); Seven miles east of C. Pillar, 
100 fathoms (Briggs); Ten miles north of Circular Head (Bale). 
Distribution: ·Recorded from Station 145, off Marion Island, 50 fathoms 
(Allman); Station 812, Port Famine, Patagonia, Lat. 53o 37' 80" S., Long. 70° 
65' W., 9 fathoms (Allman); Port Stephens; POTt Jackson; Bondi, N.S.W. (Bale); 
Gulf of Manaar, Ceylon (Thomely); Station 44, off Coogee, N.S.W., 49-50 fathoms 
(Ritchie). 
The specimen agrees with that described by Bale ( 1888, p. 7 59) in its small 
siw and monosiphonic habit. Allman's original d(•scription of the species was of 
a lm·ge fon11 10 em. high, and polysiphonic at the base of the stem. The species 
described in present paper was originally named HaJecinm gracil~ by Bale, but 
was subsequently shown to be identical with Ha.leeium ,tie:rilc Allman. 
A single hydrophore arises primarily from each internode, but with increasin,g 
age it may be regenerated three m· four times, the point of origin being on or 
nea1· the diaphragm of the preeeding one. 
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T'he refl-a<:til<• puncta nl;ar the rim of the hydrophon•, noted by Bale ( 1888, 
p. 760), have not been observed in any of the specimens in this eolleetion. The 
polY]'ite is conneetPCl with the coenosare by a narrow neck, or strand, a eharac:ter-
istie feature of the Campanulariidae. 
\~ J; ~ 
• I 
Ho}eciwrn fle:rifr, Allman. Fig·. 28: Portion of colony. 
three hydropho-l'es showin~ ·method of reg·enen.l tion. Fhe;. 
St:echuw. Fig. Bl ~ Portion cf colony. 
Fig·. 20: LcmgitndlnaJ section throug·h 
: Gonotheea. Phylar-tothecci nnnata. 
Genus Phylactotheca Steehow, 1Hl~J 
Stem, when present regularly jointed, hyaline, monosiphonic; hydrotheea 
eornplctcly free, strictly altcrnatl•, bdl-likl'. Hydranth large, similar to Halecinm. 
liypostome conical. Nematophores monothalamie, unmoveahle, hell-shaped. 
This generic description is nwdified :from that of Stechow (1913, p. 155) by 
the omiss1on of the words 'without basal-chamber' in the desc1·iption of the 
hydrotheca. Phy/actotheco. )lacifica, the species for which Stechow en'cted the 
genus, lacked a diaphragm in the hydrophore. However, P. annata Stechow 
possesses a diaphragm, and Steehow failed to altel' hif' gNleric description to 
accommodate thic; fcatm·e. 
Phylactotheca armata Stechow, J 924 
!-'hylu.dothcco, a/rma!,a, Steehow, 1 D24. 
0)Jhiodi.~8t1 fra,qiUs Blackburn, 1 B37a, b. 
(Fig. en) 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, oceasionally branched, aLtaining a 
heighL of about 2 em.; stem consists of alternate long and short internodes with 
ohlique joints, and with the pccrisarc: thickened into annuli whieh form partial 
cross-septa; the long: internodes be a l" pedicellate hydrop hores near theil· distal 
ends, the arrangement bdng: alternate; pedicels eonsist of one to three segments 
and appears to be formed by differentiation during growth of hydrophores. 
Hydrophores horne terminally, one on a pedicel, free, bell-shaped, as deep as wide, 
margin entire and everted; a delicate septum is present about one-third of length 
from base, and on this the hydranth rests. Sarcothecae, single-chambered, large, 
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tixc:d, with an everted margin. They occur one or two on the stem, but more often 
in association with a hydrophore, in which case a single one arises from a segment 
of the periccl. Not all Hydrophores havt' these accosiated sal'col:beeae, there often 
being only one o1· two on the whole colony. 
Gonosomc: Gonothecae sub-spherical, arising at the junction of stem and 
hydrorhiza, or stem and pedieel. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode (long), length 
Hydrocaulus internode (short), length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Hydrophorp, depth 
Hydrophore, breadth at aperture 
Sarcotheca, lengtb 
Sarcotheea, dian1eter at aperture 
Locality: Bicheno (May, 1949). 
0·33-0·47 mm. 
0·08-0·10 r:nn1. 
0·12-0·13 mm. 
0·12-(H3 mm. 
0·18-0·25 i11111. 
0·13-0·15 nun. 
0·10 mm. 
Distribution: Champion Bay, W.A. ( Stechow); Lady Julia Percy Island 
(Blackburn). 
The specimen in this eolleetion, on whieh the above dcHcription is based, was 
taken from storm-drifted sea-weed. It consists of a number of upright shoots, 
not more than .1·5 crns. high; only one of the shoots bearing a short lateral branch. 
The gonosonw was not present. 
Stech ow (1924, p. 59) stati's that sarcothecae oceur on the stem as well 
as in association with the hydrophores. In none of the present specimens, however, 
are there eauline sarcothecae. This may be due to injury. 
Family SYNTHECIDAE 
Genus Synthecium Allman, 187G 
' Hydroeaulus divided into definite inteJ.·nodes, each internode canying a pair 
of opposite hyd1·othecae, or a single hydrotheea which alternates with those of 
the internodes on each side of it. Hydrothecae adnate to a gTeater or less extPnt 
to the inteTnode. 
Gonangia horne on peduncles whieh spring from within the cavity of certain 
hydrothecae, where they take the place of the hydranths '. ---- Allman. 
Synthcdum patulmn (Busk, 1852) 
Sertula.ria paf;ul(( _Husk. 1852. 
Se'rtular{a orthogonh~ Busk, J 852. 
Suntheciu-m p(:d:u!u,rn Bale, 1888. 
(Figs :32, :3:3) 
T1·ophosome: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, pinnately or hi pinnately branehed, 
attaining a height of about 4 em.; stern jointed; internodes long, eaeh bearing a 
single pair of hydrothecae near the middle, and a pair of opposite pinnae near th1J 
distal end; pinnae distant, at an angle of about 70" to stem axis, internodes each 
bearing one pair of hydrotheeae. Hydroihecae opposite, not in contact with each 
other, tubular, adnate about three-quarters of length; free portion divergent, 
ascending; aperture circular, with margin entire, sinuated, slightly everted and 
regenerated one or twice. 
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Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length . ... . .. 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Pinna internode, length 
Hydrotheca, length ... 
Hydrotheca, length (free portion) 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel; Bass Strait (Busk). 
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2·00-2·33 mm. 
0·30-0·33 mm. 
0·66-0·71 mm. 
0·50-0·58 mm. 
0·17-0·20 mm. 
0·17-0·18 mm. 
Distribution: Recorded from Williamstown, Victoria; Queenscliff, Victoria 
(Bale); Mouth of Snowy River (MacGillivray). 
The example, from D'Entrecasteaux Channel, was found growing in association 
with Halecium fragile n.sp. attached to the shell of the .Commercial Scallop 
N otovola fumatus. 
In common with most other species of Syntheciu1n the two hydrothecae 
forming the proximal pair on any pinna, are dissimilar. The base of the upper 
one is closer to the stem axis, and the free portion of the adcauline wall is markedly 
shorter than that of the others on the pinna. 
In the· absence of the gonosome it is not known whether the specimen is male 
or female. Totton (1930, p. 68) states: 'There is reason to believe that the 
dimensions of the male and female specimens of any species are different, the 
female being sometimes the larger and somtimes the smaller '. 
35 
FIGS 32-35. 
Synthecium patulum (Busk). Fig. 32: Portion of pinna. Fig. 33: Stem inte·rno<le, with single 
pair of hydrothecae, and single pair of pinnae. Diphasia sub-carinata ( Busk). Fig. 34: Portion of 
colony, with paired hydrothecae. Fig. 35 : Gonotheca. 
Family S.ERTULARIIDAE 
' Hydrothecae perfectly sessile, more or less inserted in the stem and branches; 
polypites wholly retractile, with a single wreath of filiform tentacles around a 
conical proboscis; gonozooids always fixed'. - Hincks. 
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The classification of this family is still under review, there being disagreement 
among taxonomists as to generic characters. 
Prior to 1893 there was general agreement that the basis for separation of 
genera was the method of arrangement of hydrothecae. However, Levinsen, 
in 1892, put forward the view that generic separation should depend on the 
opercular structure, associated with the condition of the hydrotheca margin. 
Genus Selaginopsis Allman, 1877 
' Hydrophyton consisting of a single axile tube, to which the hydrothecae are 
adnate, and on which they are disposed in several longitudinal rows'. - Allman .. 
Selaginopsis dichotoma (Allman, 1888) 
Dictyocladium dichotomum Allman, 1888. 
Selaginopsis dichtoma Billard, 1910. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus branching, monosiphonic, attaining a height of about 
10-12 em.; jointing distinct at branch origins, but obscure elsewhere; branching 
dichotomous, in one plane, with branches anastomosing to form a net. Hydrothecae· 
tubular, stout, divergent, adnate for most of length; margin of aperture with three 
deep emarginations, often regenerated (five or six times); operculum of three 
valves; hydrothecae arranged spirally in four longitudinal series. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae erect, large, ellipsoid, axially placed and arising from 
the inner side of a branch just above origin; ' encircled by a very wide spiral wing 
the perisarc of which is double'. Bale (1915, p. 265); aperture tubular, slightly 
expanding. 
Locality: Off South Cape, 75 fathoms (Bale); Thirty-five miles south-east of 
Bruni Island, 150-230 fathoms (Bale) ; Station 162, off East Moncoeur Island, 
Bass Strait, 38-40 fathoms (Allman). 
Dimensions are not given. There is no specimen in this collection. 
Genus Diphasia L. Agassiz, 1862 
' Zoophyte p!'ant-like, stem more or less branching, jointed, rooted by a creeping 
stolon; hydrothecae opposite, a pair on each internode, occasionally sub-alternate, 
with an internal valve-like operculum; gonothecae scattered, differently shaped in 
the two sexes-the female ample, more or less cleft or divided into segments above, 
containing a marsupial chamber; the male smaller, with a central tubulous. 
aperture'. - Hincks. 
Diphasia sub-carinata (Busk, 1852) 
(Figs 34, 35) 
Sertularia sub-carinata Busk, 1852. 
Diphasia sub-carinata Bale, 1884. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, attaining a height of about 5 em.; 
stem simple, or with irregular, pinnately disposed branchlets; a single pair of 
hydrothecae on each internode. Hydrothecae opposite, long, tubular, somewhat 
expanded upwards, upper half widely divergent, not in contact with each other; 
aperture large, with an internal operculum, and with three large, blunt marginal 
lobes, two laterals, and one external and inferior. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae borne on the lower part of the hydrocaulus in one or 
hvo rows; ovate, with a narrow tubular orifice; the surface is covered with small 
curved spines, except for an area near the stalk, and for most of the side which 
is adpressed to the hydrocaulus. 
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Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus inte1·node, length 
Hyd1·otheea, length adnate 
Hydrotheca, length free 
Hydrotheca, dianwte1· of fncc pcntion 
Gonotheea, length 
0·80-0·8:) nnn. 
0·4B-0·55 mm. 
0·49-0·51 mm. 
0·20-0·25 mm. 
up to 1·00 mm. 
GonothC'ca, diamC'ter O·fiO m.n:L 
Locality: Bi.chenn (May, 1949); Bass Strait (Busk): Off Devonport and 
Launceston (Bale); Twenty mlles east of King Island, Bass Strait (Bale). 
Distribution: Reconlt'd from Port Stephens (Haswell) ; Gl'iftitbs' Point (Gold-
stein) ; Portland ( .Maplestone) ; Queenscliff; Williamstown; G1·eat Australian Bight, 
40-100 fathoms (Balc); Forty rniks west of Kingston, S.A., iW fathoms (Bald. 
The specimen consists of a nLJmber of reddish-bn.Jwn shoots arising from a 
eolourless hyclrorhiza, growing on the• holdfast of storn1-drifted Macrocy8fis. 
Bale (1884, p. 108) mentions the prcsence of a keel, or ridge, nmning down 
the front of the hyclrotheca. This howevc1·, is not present on any of tlw sperimens 
in this collection. 
Genus Sertularia Linne, 1758 (in part) 
'Zoophyte plant-like; stems simple or branching, jointed, rooted by a creeping 
stolon; hyclrothecae biserial, opposite to alternate, without external operculum, 
nwstly arranged in pairs; gonothecae scattc•t·ed, with a simple orifice, and withr,ut 
an intPrnal marsupinm '. -- Bale. 
KF.Y TO THE GENUS SErtT!TLARlA 
·1. Hydrutheeal marp;in with two teeth 
Hydt"othec:al m<ugin wjth more than two teeth 
2. Hydrntheca vvith th rcE~ t~~eth 
Hydrothe('a wilh mm·e th<m three tF·cth 
Pinnae aHe .. nwte; hydrothecai nw1·g·in with ~ix teeth 
Pinnae o-pp~_.sitc; hydrntheeal matg-in with about six teeth 
4. Hydl'oeanhw short \ 1-·2 em.), .slmple 
Hyrlroeauluc; branchec1 (nol pinnately) 
,<...,'. trhlentnta Busk 
8. donyata L:-nnou1·oux 
,'-..'. in~:n'lJni.c; Thmn·pr:;on 
Hy(lroeaulm.; pinnately hranch£>d; 1)innae altPrnate. one on ar. iu!t'1'1lode; hyctrntheeae opposite 
to allETnatc 
Hvdrotheeae adnate to rnar.dn oY neariy ;:-;u 
Hydrotheeae adnate· ahout one--hall of leng:th. Phort and S(fi.tat-
Brnnching- dichuLcnnous; hyflt·othc_:.·cae opposite, ndnate to rnarg·i11, 
8. 1ninirno ThompsoH 
S. l nc ul v:-;o Bale 
nul in (·c.nta.ct S. VJJCrntlaJa Linn( 
Bra1whing rare; hydrnthe('ac· opposite, tubular, rHlnate about two-
thirds length. in contact in -front hut not behind tmsilla Hnle 
H~rdrothecae uvato-eonic S'. 11f''Nna Kircht'np;:nrer 
Hydrotheca<' sub-tubula1· ( flnsk-5haved) 
Ifydro-Lhecae i.ubular 
HydrotlH:(·o.e vYith a :-3trnng- tooth prujeding in\vards from abaxi~J: 
ma1·gmal waH 
l!ydrothecal marg·inal tt':'t>th latendly plaeed, equa] 
l-I.ydrothccal nwr_e;inal teeth unequal, one small in front, other 
8. UIUCrONM'JJa Bole 
:-{ au;,;trnilH KirehE-'] 
Jan~er in outer angle )Jnfcfwllrt Thornp ... (m 
:). Hsdrothef·ae with an internal proc~~~s al"isiny; from m:rJdle of 
abaxial wall S. map!e8ton<"i Bale 
HydroLheeae (pinnate) o.dnar,e for half-lern,>:th, projecting forward; 
hydrothecae in (·ontaet fo:- t wo~thirfls lPnvth 
Hydrothecae (pinnate) adnate m· immersed, teeth largP, 1obat:e. 
8. _(;eminata Hale 
outer recurved 101{juicvlata Bn~k 
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Sertularia operculata Linne, 1758 
Sertularia operculata Linne, 1758. 
Sertularia usneoides Pallas, 1766. 
Nigellastrum usneoides Oken, 1815. 
'sertularia serra Lamarck, 1816. 
Dynamena serra Blainville, 1834. 
(Figs 36, 37) 
Dynamena brevicella Lamouroux, 1824b. 
Sertularia brev'icella Milne-Edwards, 1836. 
Dynamena operculata Lamouroux, 1816. 
Amphisbetia operculata L. Agassiz, 1862. 
Dynamena fasciculata Kirchenpauer, 1864. 
Odontotheca operculum Levinsen, 1913. 
?Dynamena pulchella D'Orbigny, 1839-1846. 
? Sertularia pulchella Nutting, 1904. 
? Sertularia crinis Allman, 1886. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus slender, monosiphonic, attaining a height of about 
20 em., much branched dichotomously, bearing a pair of opposite hydrothecae on 
each internode. Hydrothecae tubular, adnate to the margin or nearly so, not in 
contact with each other; aperture with a small spine-like tooth in front, and a 
larger tooth on the posterior, outer side, the latter usually slightly incurved. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae obovate, smooth, large, with an elevated collar around 
the aperture which is operculate. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrotheca, length , .. , 
Hydrotheca, diameter 
Gonotheca, length .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Gonotheca, diameter .... 
0·50-0·55 
0·30-0·32 
0·13-0·15 
up to 1-50 
up to 0·75 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel (August, 1949); Seven miles east of 
Cape Pillar, 100 fathoms (Briggs); Devonport; near Circular Head (Bale). 
Distribution: Cosmopolitan. 
38 
FIGS 36-39. 
Sertularia operculata LinnaPus. Fig. 36: J>ortion of co1ony. Fig. 3'/: Gonotheea. Sertularia 
elongata Lamouroux. Fig. 38: Gonotheca. F'ig. 39: Portion of colony. 
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In th0 specimens in this collection the joints of the hydrocaulus are not 
visihe other than as C(;nst.rictions below the hydrothecae. 
This species is very abundant in the IYEntrecasteaux Channel, being constantly 
taken in the form of large tangled masses, in scallop dredge;;. 
Sertularia elongal.a Lamouroux, 18H1 
(Figs :lS, 39} 
Serialrcriu elongata, Lamourtwx, 1?-H6. 
Scriulrt/ria gcandcYuJ Lamouroux, J 816. 
,•;;e-rtulwrin Lucopodium IA:imarek,. 1S16. 
Sertnlmri,a m:illcfoliwrn Lamarc~k, 18H:i. 
Du:na:menr; abieUuoideg Gray, 1843. 
SertuhLTia ab-irdino-ides Hutton, 1872. 
Trophosonw: Hydrocaulus monosiphunic, flexuous, pinnately or hipirmatcly 
branched, attaining a height of about 7-8 em.; each stem internode bears a pinna, 
an axillary hydrotheca, and a pair of hydrothecae above; pinnae alternate, inter-
nodes bearing one or more pairs of hydrothecae. Hydrothecae sub-alternate, 
not in contact, tubula1·, divergent, adnate about half length, margin of aperture 
with six spine-like teeth. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae on the stem or pinnae, large, pyriform, sides produced 
into two erect spine-like processes extending above aperture; aperture with 
tubular neck, and an operculum. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Pinna internode, length 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, length excluding spines 
Gonotheca, breadth 
up to 0·80 
0·44-0·50 
0·30-0<l::l 
lH6-0·20 
2·32 
2·00 
0·83 
mm., 
111111. 
mm. 
nnn. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel; Oyster Bay (May, 1949); Devonpurt; 
Bass Stl·ait. 
Distribution: Recorded from South Australla; Victoria; New Zealand. 
The specimen from Oyster Bay, the basis of the above description consists of 
a numb<T of dark brown colonies which wen· taken from~ storm-drifted seaweed~. 
All the specimens wqrc ineomplete due to injm·y. 
Sertularia minima Thomp,;on, 187H 
(Figs 41, 42) 
S:unt hedwrn uracitis Coughlre-y, 187 4. 
Sertularhr, fiU1nUa Coughtrey. 1876. 
Sertulan·a 1nini-ma D"A. \V. Thon1p~on, l87D. 
Sertulurtrx })'Urnifoides Bale. 1861. 
?Serhtlaria cri1widea, Allwan, 1886. 
Odo·ntnthcca rnin?:m,a. Levinsen, 1913. 
Trophmwme: Hydrocaulus simple, monosiphonie, attaining a height of about 
1·5 em., divided into reg·ular internodes by oblique joints, each internode with a 
pair of hydrotheca<;. Hydrothccac opposite, tubular, in contact or approximate 
in front. but separate behind, adnate for most of !ength, upper half diveq::ent; 
aperture looking upwards and outwards, margin with two lateral teeth, the outer 
the larger. 
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Gonoson1.e: Gonothecae obovate, elongate, 'Nith margin of aperture elevated into 
a collar; aperture operculate. 
Din:wnsions : 
Hydroeaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Hyclrotheea, length 
Hydrotheea, diameter 
GonoUwca, length 
Gonotheca, diameter 
Gonotheca, dianwtm· of aperture 
O·i32-0·25 mm. 
0·22-0<~3 mm. 
0·1:3-0·15 mm. 
up to 1·25 mm. 
u_p to O~tiH nnn. 
0·30 mm .. 
Locality: South Arm, Derwent Estuary (.July, 1947); Eaglehawk Neck 
CF'ebnmry, HJ48); Rheban (IVIa;r, 1949); Oyster Bay (May, 1949). 
I_)istribution · I~ecorded fron1 -Nevv Z(}aland (Coughtn•y); G-uJf of St. Vincent 
(Thompson) ; Portland (1Vlaplestone) ; Williamstown; Queenscliff; Gn•at Australian 
Bight (Bale). 
The specimens in this collection were tak('n from stonn-dl'ifted seaweed, and 
hom Maerocy.stis growing near low-tide level. The majority of specimens do 
not exeeed l em. in height. 
Bale ( Hll5, p. 270-272) discusses the presence, in both this species and 
Sertnlwria pusilla, of minute tubular appendages neat· the base of some of the 
internodes; the presence of these tubular ' sanootheeae' has also been noted by 
Mulder and Trebilcock (19141, p. ;)9). However, in none of the numerous 
specinwns in this collection i" there any strueture comparable to the 'sarcothecae' 
described or figured by the above authors. 
Thel'e is ~~ considerable range of siz(: and shape~ thE:> dintcnsions quoted being 
for one of the most typieal forms. 
Sertnlaria pusilla Bale, 1 !'lHi 
Sertu!ar-iu mi·nimu, '_l'humpsoH, var. 1ul!rdhccu .IVLulder an~1 Tr-ebik(Jt'k, 1\J !lb. 
Sertularia fJIJJ>'illa Bulc l~HG. 
Not 8crtu.laria tuiJi.tiu-xa Allman, 
Trophusome: Hydrocaulus spa1·ingly hranehed o1· simple, monosiphonic, attain-
ing a height of about 1 em ... nsually divided into internodes, each of which bear 
a pair of hydrotlweae, bnt in some cases the joints may he Iaeking on part or ali 
o£ the stem. Hydrothcc:ae opposite, tubular, in eontaet or approximate in :front, 
but separate behind, adnate fof' about two-thirds of length, up)WT half moderately 
divn·gent; aperture marg;in with twe lateral lobes, or teeth, the outer the larger. 
GonoBome: GonothPcae borne singly on thP proximal internode of the shoot; 
ovate, somewhat eompref,scd, the margin elevated to fonn a low colla1· with 
n1inute :inte1·nal dent1eles-. 
Dimensions: 
Hydroeaulus intPrnode, length 
Hydroeaulus internode, diameter 
Hydmtheca, length 
Hycb·otheca, diam.eter at aperture 
0·3:3-0·4[) rnm. 
0·05-0·07 mm. 
0·23-0·25 mm. 
0·07-00·8 mm. 
Locality: South Arm, Derwent Estuary (April, 19147); Bicheno (May, l94fl); 
Devon port and Launecston (Bale) ; .Bass Strait (August, Hl49). 
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Distribution: Recorded from Qucenselitf (Mulder and 'l'rebilcod<:); Victoria. 
The specimens in this eollection were tal.<:cn from lvinr:rocystis stipe, near 
low-tide level (South Arm) ; and from storm-drifted material (Bicheno). The 
specimen from Bass Strait, gTowing epizoically on a pleopod of Jusur; lnlandii, 
consisted of a single colony bearing shoots about 5 mm. high. 
The minute tubular ' sareotheeae' descTibed hy Bale ( 1Bl5, p. 270), have not 
been observed. 
Sert;ula1'iu J;u..snln Bale. 11'-i}r. 40: :Pm-tion uf ctJlony. ,Se·ttularia 
Portion of t~olony. Fig. 42: Gonotheca. 0r'rtulnri:g lOC'Itiosc:, Baleo Fir.,>;. 
}'ot'tion of eolony. 
Sertularia Ioculosa Bale, 11l84 
8crtnhcrht !oculo!ia Bale, 1801, 
Scrtu,{(trht tnrb£na,i,a Billard, HJ10. 
? s,~rt,nlaria turbinata Ritchi!:.', 1 ~no. 
)Tot ,Sed:nlruia lo(_'/dn.~o ·nusk 1802. 
Not Dynunwna t·u./hhwJa J-'a.rnouruux, lSl f), 
(Figs 43, 44:) 
'Thompson. Fig. ,if_: 
GoTH•theca.. F.i~. 
Tro]JhoHwmc: Bydrocaul us simple, monosiphonic, attaining a height of about 
1-2 em., divided into internodes; joints either single and horizontal, 'Jl' double, 
the lower being horizontal, the upper very slender and oblique. Hydrotheeae in 
pairs, short and squat, opposite, in eontaet in front but not behind, adnate about 
one-half length; upper half markedly divergent, with angle of flexure appearing 
as a nearly horizontal fold; base vel'y oblique; apertnre dirpeted out-
vvards and upwards, margin with two !ah•ral teeth. 
Gonosome: GonothecaE' horne on the proximal internodes of the hydrocaulus; 
ovate 1 truneat~·) \Vith strong transverse rugaL'; aperture large, ope-rculate. 
Dimensions: 
Hydl'ocaulus interdode, length 
Hydrotlwca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter 
Hydrotheca, diameter at apertun: 
0·55-0·58 mm. 
0·28-0·30 n1rn. 
0·20-0·22 mm .. 
0·12-0·13 lTII'!1. 
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Locality: Bieheno (May, 1949); Bass Strait, 45 fathoms (Busk). 
Distribution: Recorded from Portland (l',tlaplestone); {:tueenscliff. 
The specimen, whieh is the basis of this description, lacks gonothecae. The 
oblique joints between thP internodes are marked, but the single, horizontal joints 
are rather obscure, the appearance being of long internodes bearing; several pairs 
of hydrothecae. 
The specimen was found growing on storm-.drifted "~frwn;cystis. 
Sertulada unguiculala Busk, 1852 
(Figs 45, 46) 
Sertulnr£a ?,tn_qniculata Busk, 1852. 
,S'erfulatia sp.? Coug-ht:r0y, 1876. 
1'huiaria arnbigaa Thompson, 1879. 
Desmoscyvhus wnauieu.laU(, Allman, lSSG. 
Dynamena., aus'tralis Kirchenpauer, 1864. 
Bcrtularia a'ustrcdi..., Thompson. 1879. 
Desnwscyphu8 pef:tirl,atus Allman, 1888. 
Se1·tulaTia Challcnnwri Nutting~ 1904. 
?11huiaria heteromorpha Allman, J .'586. 
Not 8crtularia australis Bale, 1886. 
TrophoBo1ne: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, pinnately branched, attaining a 
height of about 15 em.; stl'Hl divided into long and short internodes; long inter-
nodes bear a pinna with two hydrothecae above and one below on one side. 
and a pinna with three hydrothecae- above on the other; short internodes bear a 
pinna, an axillary hydrotheca, and a pair of hydrothecae above. Pinnae alternate, 
proximal inte1·nodes may be long bearing several pairs of hydrothecae, the distal 
internodes usually short with one or two pairs. Hydrothecae tubular, sub-
alteJ'nate on the stem, opposite on the pinnae, upper portion free, divergent, 
dil'eeted towards the front, lower portion adnate, often immersed; hydrothecae on 
pinnae in eon tact or app1·oximate in front, separate behind; aperture oval, small, 
margin with two large lateral teeth, the onter recurved. 
Gonosom.e: Gonothecae borne on the hydrocaulus, large, obovate, aperture 
operculate, with a low collar. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internodP (long), length 1-()8 mm .. 
Hydroeaulus internode (short), length 0·58-0·65 mm. 
Pinna internode, length (4 pairs thecae) 1·1 G-1·22 }11ll1~ 
Pinna internode, length (:3 pairs thecae) 0·96-1·00 mm .. 
Pinna internode, length (2 pairs thecae) 0·'73-0·78 mm. 
Pinna internodl', length (1 pair thecae) 0·38-0·41 mm. 
Hydrotheea, length 0·22-0·25 rmn. 
Hydrotheca, breadth (frontal aspect) 0·10-0·12 111!11. 
Hylh·othcea, breadth (lateral aspect) 0·16-0·18 111U1. 
Locality: Oyster Bay (May, 1949); Ten miles north of Circular Head (Balce); 
Bass Strait (Bale). 
Distribution: Hecol'ded from Portland (Maplestone); Grifhths' Point (GoJcJ ... 
stein) ; Queenscliff; New Zealand; Hobe, S.A. ( Smeaton) ; Sydney (JYiaplestone). 
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According to Bale (l91,±b, p. Hi-HI) this species is very vm·iable, both in size 
(from 2 em. to 15 em.) and in form. The specimens in this colleetion, from Oyster 
Bay, are all und0r 3 em. in length, and were taken from storm-drifted kelp. 
FIGS 40-47. 
Sc'ttu.lo,Tia. ungw:culata Husk. Fig_ .P(rrtlon of bt·anch. Fig. 4fi: Stem. internode. Sertt~laria 
Hale. Fig. 47: Portion of colony {aftEr Bale). 
Sertularia macrocarpa Bale, 1884 
Sertu)ariu ·rnacroca.rtm Bale, 188,1-. 
OdontotJwca tna.cTocaT]Ja Levimoen, l9l~t 
(Fig. 47) 
Trophosvme: Hydrocaulus slender, flexuous, monosiphonic, pinnately branched, 
attaining a height of about 12-15 em.; stem jointed, each internode bearing a 
branch, an axillary hydrotheca, and a pair of hydrothecae above; branches alternate, 
internodes with one or two pairs of hydrothecae. Hydrotheeae flask-shaped or 
sub-tubular, opposite to sub-a.lternat0, in contact in front but not behind, a.dnate 
for about one-half length, upper side of free part nearly horizontal except towat'ds 
distal 0nd of branch where free part is elongated and produeed upwards; aperture 
small, facing upwards, margin with two rounded lateral teeth, and a tooth pro-
jecting inwards from the adaxial walL 
Gonor;ome: Gonotheeae large, obovate, borne in rows on the stem; aperture 
operculate with a low collar. 
Locality: Bass Strait (Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded from Queenscliff; Williamstown; Portland (Maple-· 
stone). 
Dimensions are not given. There is no specimen in this collection. 
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Sertulal'ia pulcheUa Thomvson, 1870 
(Fig. 48) 
Set·tulat<a rnrfclwlla VV. ThunltJ:-;IJH, 
?Sertu.laria b-icuspidala L:unard\, lXlC. 
Trophosonu:: .HydToeaulus slf:nder, flexuous, i.nonosiphonic 1 pinnately branched7 
attaining a height of about 1-2 em.; sh•m internodes caeh bearing· a pinna, an 
axillary hyd:rotheca~ and a pair of hydrothecae a hove_: pinnae altcrnat{\ i11t.e1~nodes 
with one to thn·c pairs uf hydrotlweae. Hydrotheeac flask-shaped, with upper 
>vall horizontal, opposite to alteJ·natc, approximate or in contact in front, adnate 
about one-half length; a small proc-ess projeets into <:ell from abaxial wall, a little 
above the hasP; aperture small, looking upwards, margh1 with two spine-like teeth, 
nne antel'ior, and one on posterior outet· ang·le. 
(;1onosrnne: Gonothccat.: py1·iJo1T11~ largE\ vvith sides produced into t\vo large, 
erect, conical proccses extending· above aperture which is operculate and has a 
low collaL Gonothecae borne singly near base of shoot. 
Locality: George Town (Thompson). 
Distribution: Recorded from Soutl1 Australia ( Smeaton). 
Dimensions are not given. Then• is no specimen in this collection. 
Sertularia maplestonei Bale, 1884 
Sertulao:a mr.culc8f:ont:l~ Bale. 18~.;:]. 
Odo'ntotheut map!cHlonci -Levin.:>en, 10 L3. 
Not Tlu_U:ahrt nwpfe.st;o·nci· HillanL 1 ~107_ 
(.F'ig. 4fl) 
:Troplwsom.c: Hydroeaulus monosiphoni.c, slender, pinnately branched, 
height of about G-8 em.; stem divided into internodes each bearing pirma, 
an axillary hydrothcca, and a pair of hydrothceae above; pinnae altm·nate, inter-
node~ diminishing in length from the p1·oximal, eaeh internode with hom one to 
w r---..., \L ~~ I \))7 y I \ ( 
<-1 ~~ ~( \ ~ w \\!z VI , I ~y ~ ~\ I ,\___ ( 48 '\-Wso )J/~ 
FlGS 48-51. 
co1ony. Serh,rlaria 
_Fig·. ,49: Portion of colony. vwmh·ur,ta Bale. Fig, DO: Portion of stern. in 
(aftet· Bale). Fig. 51; Portion of stern in latend asvect. (afteT Bale). 
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live pairs of hyd1·othecae. Hydrothecae tubular, divergent, sub-alternate, not in 
eontaet with one another, ad nate nearly to mans-in, free portion short; a small 
pJmcess projeets into cell from middle of the abaxial wall; aperture facing upwanls, 
margin with two teeth, one antel'io1·, the othc1' at the postPrior outer angle. 
Gonusome: Gonothecae elongate, sub-tubular, produced into two angular pro-
cesses at. the side:s of the aperture; aperture open:ulate, margin elevated into 
low ccJl!ar. 
Locality~ Hunter Group, Bass Strait, 15 fathom;; (Bale). 
Distribution: Reeorded from Portland (Maplestone); Victoria (Mal·ktanner--
Turneretscher). 
Dinwnsions are not given. Tlwre 1° no spec.imen in this collection. 
Sertu laria geminata Bale, 1884 
(Figs 50, 51) 
E\rt.·:rtv..lnria. grnnina.ta Bale, 1884. 
lh·s-,uo:'>c:tfJ)hu.<> orifiO:>sus Alhnan, l8SH. 
Trophosom.c: Hydroeaulus monosiphonic, branehed, slender, attaining a height 
of about l0-12 em.; stem internodes each with a pinna, an ·axillary hydrotlwca, 
and a pair of hydrotheeae above; pinnae alternate, attached to the stem hy an 
ol1lique joint, internodes variable in length, the proximal ones longest, bearing 
three to four pairs of hydTOtheeae. Hydrotheeae tubular, divergent in the upper 
half; sub-alternate on the stem, opposite on the pinnae; those on pinnae in contact 
with one another for about two-thirds of length, and adnate for about one-half 
length to pinna from which they project forwards; aperture oval, small, facing 
upwards and outwards, margin with two ineurved, lateral teeth. 
Gono.smne: Gonotheeae ovate, bOJ.'nt' on the stem and pinnae; aperture oper-
culate with a low eollar. 
Locality: Twenty miles east of King Island, Bass Strait (Bale.). 
Distribution: Recorded from Pol't.land (MaplPstone.) ; Que.enscliff; South coast 
of South Australia (Bale). 
Dimensions are not given. There is no speeimen in this collection. 
Sertularia insignis Thompson, l87fl 
(Fig. 52) 
insiqn-is If A. \V. Thompson, I87fl. 
Troplwsum.e: Hydrocaulus monosiphonie, pinnately hranchwl, attaining a 
height of about lG-18 em.; pinnae opposite; jointing obscure on both stem and 
pinnae. Hydrotheeae tubular, elongate, tapering slightly towanh: aperture the 
margin of whieh is furnished with about six small, rounded teeth; hydrothecac 
opposite on stern, at 90° to axis, aiternate to sub-alternate on pinnae, at about 
80" to axis. 
Gmwsome: Gonothecao large, elongate, oblong, with two blunt divel'gent spines 
at the upper angles; aperture smail; gonothecae arise from pinnae close to their 
origin. 
Locality: George Town (Harvey). 
Dimensions are not given. There is no speeimen in this eollection. 
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S'ertnla,rht ·insianis 'J1hompsfJn, Pi!f', G2: Po1·tion of colony (after Bale). Sertularia pewna 
{Kirehenpauer). Fig·. 53: Internode of stem (afLc-i' Bale), Fig. : Conothei.:a (after Bale). 
Sertularia penna (Kircbenpauer, 1864) 
(Figs 53, 54) 
Dync'£1nwna 1Jenna Kirehenpauer. 18(;-:L 
Serhtla.ria penna Bale, 1884. 
TJ'Ophosmne: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, pinnately branched, attaining a 
height of about 6-8 em.; stem internodes each bearing a pinna, an axillary hydro-
theca, and a pair of hydro thecae above; pinnae alternate. Hydrothecae opposite, 
obconical, adnatc to the margin or nearly so; aperture large, facing· upwards and 
outwm·ds, margin with two lateral spine-like teeth. 
Conosomc: Gonothecae small, cylindrico-tubular, slightly contracted towards 
aperture which is expanding with a broad collar. 
Locality: Bass Strait (Kirch~cmpaucrl. 
Dimensions are not given. There is no specimen m this collection. 
Sertularia australis (Kirchenpauer, 186·1) 
DynwmcnoJ aw;f;ral£s Ki1·chcopauer, LS6·i. 
Sertu}arin austral,is Thomp;:;(JTI. 1878. 
T-ropho8mne: Hydrocaulus short, slender, monosiphonic, pinnately branched; 
stem internodes each bearing a pinna, an axillary hydrotheca, and a pair of hydro-
thecate above; pinnae alternate, internodes bearing one or two pairs of hydrothecae. 
Hydrothecae sub-alternate, those on pinnae in eontact, adnate about on('-half length, 
divet·gent, tapering slightly towards aperture which faces upwards and outwards; 
margin of aperture with two lateral teeth. 
Gonoso·me: Gonotheeac large, urceolate.: aperture operculate with a low collar. 
Locality: George Town (Thompson). 
Distribution: Recorded from Port Phillip (Kirchcnpauer, Thompson); Sc-aler's 
Cove; Cape Lefebvre. 
Diinensions are not given. Then• is no specime-n in this collection. 
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Sertularia tridentata Busk, 1852 
Sertula/ria tricle'l~,tata Busk, 1852. 
T1·opho8mne: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, pinnately branched, attaining a 
:height of about 5-6 em.; branches borne on thE' middle 2 em. of the stem, with 
those in the centre ionger than those above and below. Hydrothecac urn-shaped, 
paired, opposite, divergent in the upper half, in contact in front, contracted 
towards the aperture; aperture entire, circular, looking upwards and outwards, 
111argin with two long, slightly everted, lateral teeth, and one short, sharp superior 
tooth. 
Loeality: Bass Strait (Busk). 
Dimensions are not given. There is no speeimen in this collection. 
Genus Sertularella Gray, 1843 
' Zoophyte plant-like; stem simple or branching, jointed, rooted by a creeping 
stolon; hydrothecae biserial, decidedly alternate, one usually borne on each inter-
node, with an opereulum eomposed of several pieces, the orifi.ce generally toothed; 
gonothecae usually ringed transversely'. - Bale. 
KEY TO THE GENUS SERTULARELLA 
1. Hydrothecae with three: Inargina1 teeth 
Hydruthecae ·with Jour marginal teeth 
2. Hydrothecae contracted towanh; apertuee 
Hydrothe·cae not contracted towards aperture 
u. HydrocauJus monosiphonic 
Hydrucaulus polysiphonic, hydrothe·ca adnate up to- ·margin whieh 
may be regenerated 
t1. Hydrocanlus simple. short (about 1 em.) 
Hydrocaulus pinnately, bipinnnte1y, or irregular1y bran~hed 
5. Hydroeaulns si1nple, rnonosiphonic 
Hydrocaulns pinnab'2·ly branched, polysiphonlc 
6. Hyd:roeaulns internodes undulated; hydrothecac squat, marg-inal 
S. adpn:;;sn Ritchie 
S. PJJtJTnnen Bale 
S. tb>oariea:ta (Busk) 
S. tasm,anicn Bale 
teeth small, with shallow e1uarginations between S. u1ulnlata Bale 
.Hydrocaulus inte-rnodes snwoth. twisted at .ioint~; hydrotheeae 
elongate·, transversely rugose, contracted towards ape-rture 8. rolnwta Cou.trhtrey 
Sertnlarella indivisa Bale, 1881 
Sertularelh;, indiDi;;a Halt', 1881. 
SertulareLla. rwlidula Bale, .1.881. 
.8ertula.relta 1)0/riaJJills Hale, 1B88. 
Sertu.larelfa, t~'ielwldi Kl rehenpauer, J 834. 
Sertu,lnrella mUllen: Kirchn1pauer, 18SL1. 
No-t Swrtularelln indhn:~~a Stechow, 191.~L 
(Figs 55, 56) 
2 
5 
4 
TrophoBome: Hydroeaulus simple or pinnately branched, attaining a height 
of about 5 em., divided into internodes by twisted joints, each internode bearing 
a hydrotheca, or a hydrotheea and a branch. Hydrothecae adnate for one-third to 
one-half length, divergent, transversely rugose (two or three ridges), becoming 
narrowed and contracted towards the aperture whkh is furnished with three 
marginal teeth, one superior and two laterals; operculum of three internal, com-
pressed, vertical teeth, which alternate with the marginal ones. 
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Gonotlwcae three or four times the length of a hydrotheca, borne 
hydroeaulus or hyd1·orhiza; ovate, with distinct t1·ansverse rugae, and with a 
tubular neck beal'ing on the summit three to six lobes or teeth. 
Dimensions: 
Hydroeaulus internode, length 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter 
Hydrotlwea, diameter at apcrturP 
Gonotheea, length 
Gonotheea, diameter 
ve1·y variable. 
0·42-0·47 mm. 
0·28-0·82 mm. 
fl-17-0·18 mm. 
up to 1·10 rmn. 
up to O·ti6 mm. 
Locality: Adventure Bay (Septemher, 1949); Blackman's Bay, Derwent Estuary 
Oiareh, 1988); South Arm, Derwunt Estuary (April, HJ49); Eaglehawk Neck 
(February, 1948); Oyster Bay (May, 1949); Bass Strait (Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded hom South East Australia. 
There is a wide range of variation among the specimens in this colleetion, 
some being profusely branched, others simple, some with rugose hyclrothecae, 
othe1·s smooth. However, in neady all cases tbe measurements agree over a 
narrovv 1·ange~ 
The variations in this species have been discussed at length by Bale 11915, 
p. 285), and Hartlaub (18fJO, 1900, 19Cll), and in consE•quenc:e SeJ·tulcu·elia indit•isa,, 
Sertnlnrellrt. Bolidula, and Sertnlruclla uarinbilis h.ave been united m the one 
species. 
55-57. 
inrfl>n:.ia Hale'. Fig. 5.5: PoTtkm of colony. Fig. 56: Gonotheea. SertuJarcUa, adp'reBsa 
Rite hiP. Flg. 57: Pa:.~t of braneh wit.h h;vdretb:;:·ae (after Hitchie). 
Sertularella adpressa .Ritchie, 1911 
(Fig. 57) 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus polysiphonic, profusely branched, attaining a height 
about 10 em.; main branehes fascicled; stem and branches bear pinnae which are 
alternate, and in one plane; stem divided into reguiar internodes, joints oblique, 
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successively sloping in opposite directions; in pinnae the jointing becomes obscure. 
Hy-drothecae tubular, adnate to the margin or nearly so; margin of aperture with 
three equal teeth, a superior and two laterals; margin often regenerated; an intental 
operculum of three pieces. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae elongate, club shaped, sessile, smooth or weakly rugose; 
aperture small, margin elevated; borne immediately below a hydrotheca on stem, 
bTanches or pinnae, and lying closely pressed against the member. 
Dimensions:_ 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Pinna, diameter 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, diameter 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, greatest breadth (frontal aspect) 
Gonotheca, greatest breadth (lateral aspect) 
up to 1·36 lTim. 
0·42 mm. 
0·42-0·43 mm. 
0·19-0·21 mn1. 
up to 2·00 mm. 
0·64-0·71 mn1. 
0·52-0·6·1 mm. 
Locality: Seven miles east of Cape Pillar, 100 fathoms (Briggs); Oyster Bay, 
60 fathoms (Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded from Station 36, of Botany Bay, N.S.W., 20-23 fathoms 
(Ritchie); Station 54, within Jervis Bay, N.S.W., 10-11 fathoms (Ritchie); Shoal-
haven Bight, N.S.W., 15-45 fathoms (Bale). 
The measurements quoted above are taken from Briggs (1914, p. 291), there 
being no specimen in this collection. 
Sertularella robusta· ( Coughtrey, 1874) 
Sertularia simplex Coughtrey, 1874. 
Sertularella robusta Coughtrey, 1875. 
? Sertularella sp. Thompson, 1879. 
(Fig. 58) 
? Sertularella microgona von Lendenfeld. 1884. 
Sertularella angulosa Bale, 1894. 
Not Sertularella tenella Alder, Hartlaub, 1901. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, simple, flexuous, attaining a height 
of about 1·5 em.; stem divided by oblique joints into long internodes each bearing 
a hydrotheca near its distal end. Hydrothecae large, divergent, transversely rugose, 
adnate for about one-third of length, contracted towards the aperture, the margin 
of which is furnished with four teeth; operculum consists of three internal, vertical, 
compressed teeth. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae ovate, transversely rugose, aperture with a toothed 
margin. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter at joint 
Hydrotheca, length 
Hydrotheca, length free 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Hydrotheca, maximum diameter 
up to 1·00 mm. 
0·08-0·10 mm. 
0·43-0·47 mm. 
0·28-0·30 n1m. 
0·13-0·15 mm. 
0·22-0·23 mm. 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel (April, 1947); Rheban (May, 1949). 
Distribution: Recorded from Lyall Bay, New Zeal:;md (Hutton); Otago 
(Coughtrey); Brown's River (Thompson); Port Phillip, Victoria (von Lendenfeld). 
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The specimens in this collection, the basis of the above description, consist of 
simple upright shoots not more than 1·5 em. in height. The example from Rheban 
was taken from a piece of storm-drifted seaweed. 
Sertularella undulata Bale, 1915 
(Fig. 59) 
Sertularella undulata Bale, 1915. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus simple, monosiphonic, attaining a height of about 
1 em.; stem divided into internodes of variable length by twisted oblique joints; 
each internode bears a hydrotheca distally, the portion of internode below the 
hydrotheca being undulated. Hydrothecae short, squat, adnate about one-half 
length, proximal portion smooth, distal portion with a strong annular shoulder 
beyond which hydrotheca narrows and bears another smaller annulation close to 
the margin; aperture wide, square in outline, margin with four small teeth having 
between them shallow emarginations; no operculum. 
Gonosome: Unknown. 
Locality: Off South Cape, 75 fathoms (Bale). 
The specimen, consisting of a single colony, was found growing epizoically on 
Sertularella tasmanica Bale. 
Dimensions are not give. There is no specimen in this collection. 
60 
FIGS 58-60, 
Sertularella robusta (Coughtrey). Fig. 58. Portion of colony. Sertularella undulata Bale. 
Fig. 59: Portion of colony ( aft.er Bale). Sertularella tasmanica Bale. Fig. 60: Portion of colony 
(after Bale). 
Sertularella tasmanica Bale, 1915 
(Fig. 60) 
Sertularella tasmanica Bale, 1915. 
Trophosome :· Hydrocaulus polysiphonic, branched, attaining a height of about 
3 em.; branching irregularly pinnate, stem and branches divided into long inter-
nodes by twisted oblique joints; hydrothecae borne at distal end of internodes, 
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th lJranehcs arising; belo\Y thern; pro:xin·laJ branch inte-r·nudes ve-ry long and 
may he slightly undulated at ongm. Hydrotheerw large, diverg·ent, lying· in one 
pl~nw, adnate more than one--half length; expanded slightly towards aperture, 
rnargin \vitb four teeth; opeJ·culurn of three sb·ong Jnte1T1al teeth. 
Dimensions: 
Stem internode, length below hydrotheca 
Branch proximal inten10de, length below 
Hycltotheca, length 
Locality: Off South Cape, 75 fathoms (Bale). 
about 
up to 
about 
O·cJ5 1Hl11~ 
1·80 J11rn~ 
0·82 mnL 
The dimfmsions given above are from the original spccme description by Bale 
( l ~1 n, p. :283). There is no specimen in this collection. 
Scrtularella divadcata (Busk, 1852\ 
divar-irata Husk, 18G2. 
Scertularclla di~vu/!'?:cata Bale, 18!:J.4. 
:mbd'ichotorna Kireht'npauer, 18S4 
johTi..sturn: Bale, 1884. 
:t•J"ot Se-r·tu!a.rella johnttt<xm: Gray, 184:1. 
Trophosmnc: Hydrocaulus monosiphonic, ·pinnate, hipinnat(', or· irregularly 
branched, attaining a height of about 10 em.; pinnae alternate on regular forms; 
stem internodes with one to three hydrothecae, pinna internodes with one only. 
Hydrothecae tubular, distant, adnate more than one-half length, free ponwn 
divergent; margin of aperture with three teeth, the superior slightly recurved. 
FIGS f).l-64. 
8ertulardla, d·iva.-ricata (Busk). Pig. 61: Portion of colony. Fip;. 62: Gunotbeca. Swn>u}arella 
.PNYmaea Bale. Pig·. 63: Portion of colony. Fig. 64: Gonotheca. 
Gonosorne: Gonothecae obovate, annulate, borne on the pinnae; aperture 
eccentrically placed, wide and tubuliform, 
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}) irnensions : 
Hydroeaulus internode, length 
Hydrotheea, length adnate 
Hydrotheca, length fre0 
I-Iydrothccat dianv~ter at apeT·tuYc~ 
up to 2·t)() 
Hydrot.ht-:ca, di::iEH:•ter tJase 
Loeality: SPven rnl1es ('ast of Cape: PiJ}ar~ 100 £a thorns ( R t·Jg:gs) ; 
(May, 1949); Bicheno (May, H/4.9), Bass StTait i Bale). 
I)istribution: Ilecorded frorn \Ticto1·ia; South r\ustralia; 
Zealand, South America, Antarctica, 
There is a considerable Yariation of forrn in the. f:,pccirnc~ns in this eolJecbon. 
The i!J.ternod~~S 1 pa:rtleula:rly} are ve:ry '>lariahlc· in length} ,,vith the acco1r1panying 
effeet on both rnieroseopie and rnac1·oscopie This v~u:iahillt~r itJ 
length by Bale ( 1914h, 20). 
The speci1nens in this eolleetion are rnost]y Sl1lc:di, not exeeeding" B cn1. in }H:>lglJt; 
they \Vere taken frorn storn1-ch·l.fted 
SertulareHa pygnwea Bale, 1881 
( .F'igs G4) 
S•Yhdarelltt pyg1naca, BalE.'. 
Trophosome: Hydroeaulus siinple, monosiphonic, attaining a height of about 
en1.~ divided into internodes by- t;"risted joints; ':~ach internode bears a. h.ydrotheea 
distally. Hydrotheeae tubular, smooth, adnate about half 
no floor to hydrotheea, but hydranth supported by a small lodge :formed from the. 
adcauline wall; n1argin of apertur·e ·vvith th1·ee teeth~ one ~superior and lateraLs. 
Go-n.os(Yn?f': G-onothecae bo1·ne on the lower 
rugoBe, aperture on the end of a short tubular 
distal of the rugae: margin entire. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrotheea, length 
Hydrntheea, diameter 
Gonotheea, length 
Gonotheca, diametr'r 
of sten1: Jarge, transversely 
which arises within the most 
0·18-0·15 mm. 
0·75-0·80 mm. 
0·4f) mm. 
Locality: Oyster Bay ( J 949) ; Richcno (.May, 1949). 
Distribution: Recorded fmm Griffiths" Point (Goldstein) ; Portland ( MaplP-
stonc) ; fcJueenseliff; New Zealand; Robe, S.A. 
This speeies is not very abundant, only a scattered colonies be.ing found 
on storm-drifted kelp. The colonies were under 1 em. in height. 
This species lwars a markE•d resemblanee to Sertularella 
Rusk, the simple unbranehed habit, and ready method 
of distinction. 
Genus M:arktanner-Turnoretsehcr, 1890 
'Hydrocladia projecting in short hydrotheea-free prol'essPs which generally 
are attached to other hydroeladia or branches. Arrangement and shape of hydro-
thoeae similar to that of 8crtulwrclla. Margin of aperture of hydrotheea toothed. 
One or more very delicate membranous valves, opereulum-shaped, are present. 
(;onotheeae elongate, pyriforrn, annulateJ short tubulifor:m aperture at the 
distal end J ~ -- 1\-f arkta.n:nc1'-1""urneretsc"kier. 
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Symplednscyphus columnarins ( Dris;~ts, 
(Fig, G5) 
TFopJ;osonic: Hydrocau]iJS polysipbonie, branched, attaining height of 
7 tnL ~ stern dlvidGd into 1·egular inteiT.todcs by oblique jointe:J \\'hieh slop{' 
,,,_ 
ul 
Ri vely .in oppositf' dit·ec-Lions; each internode bears a hyclroth~ca or a hydl'nthL'ea 
nnd brar1ch: branches rcguJnJ'~ Tnonusiphoni<'~ alternaLeJ ln one pl;j_ncJ 
a hyd·rotheca} ;-;lightly eon~:>t1·ieted at oyf_g,in~ nodes bt'conting obscure. 
hol'nc tJ1e distal end of jntc1·nodes, adnate abouL half l('ngth, 
sr:nooth~ cu;·ved outvvaHl:.;; xnarg·in uf apcl'ture \\'itb three teeth, one 
arising 
Hydrothf,nce 
ty,;o Jatera}s; son1e tendency to regeueration 1 n1al'~;in rnay he dnp1icatcd or tripU-
cated. 
(;uno8o1nc: Gonothecae ovate, three d]sii:nct rugae on 
sn1ootb. aperture tubulifor1n and t~xpandi.ng. 
l)irnensions · 
Hyd1·oc:aulns intc-rnvdc, lengt.h 
Hydrocaulus internode, diametc1· 
Branch internode, length 
Braneb internode, diarneter 
Hydrotheca, length adnatc~ 
Ils'drothcca, length fret~ 
I-IydnJtheca, diameter at mouth 
Gonothe~.:a, length 
Gonotheca, greatest dian1eter 
half, proximal 
i·04-H6 rnrn, 
0·40-0,4:) nun, 
0'73-0·87 
0·85-0·38 ll'1JYL 
(1'6 1 -!J-'70 
0,70-(!'7() rnn1. 
Gonotheca, diameter o:f aperture 0,4f) rrPu. 
Locality: Seven miles cast of Pillar, 100 fathoms (Briggs); Otf ?v:laria 
Ic'land, €15 :fathoms (Briggs). 
S:wm plf'r•(o8e:J:nh u . ., col1~'mnoThu; (Briggs). Fig;. 
Bnle. Fig. (iii; GunothE:U~ (afier Bale) 
Ponion 
l'ig. fl7: 
6 
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Distribution: Recorded from New Zealand (Bale); Off Three Kings Islands, 
New Zealand, 100 fathoms (Totton). 
The measurements given above are taken from the descriptions by Briggs 
( 1914, p. 293) and by Totton ( 1930, p. 180). There is no specimen in this collection. 
Genus Thuiaria Fleming 
'Zoophyte plant-like, stem branching, jointed, rooted by a filiform stolon; 
hydrothecae biserial, not in pairs, usually more or less immersed; gonothecae 
similar to those of Sertularia '. - Bale. 
The adnate condition of the hydrotheca was originally taken to be the essential 
character of the genus Thuiaria, but this was shown by Allman to be quite 
inadequate. Allman went on to point out that a better distinguishing feature 
was the manner of jointing of the hydrocaulus, and stated that in the true 
Sertularians the jointing occurs between every two, or two pairs of hydrothecae. 
This, however, is definitely not a constant character in the Australian species. 
The true distinction between Thuiaria and Sertularia is that in the former 
the hydrothecae are biserial, whereas in the latter they are in pairs; that is, 
in Sertularia there is always an even number of hydrothecae on an internode, 
while in Thuiaria odd or even numbers are equally likely to occur. 
Thuiaria sinuosa Bale, 1888 
(Figs 66, 67) 
Thuiaria sinuosa Bale, 1888. 
Trophosorne: Hydrocaulus polysiphonic, pinnately branched, attaining a height 
of about 19 em.; stem irregularly and indistinctly jointed; pinnae alternate, jointing 
also o)Jscure; three hydrothecae between each two pinnae on the same side. Hydro-
thecae elongate, sub-conical, alternate on the stem, opposite to alternate on the 
pinnae; markedly biserial, adnate in lower half to the stem, and in the upper 
half to the hydrotheca above,; a conspicuous triangular area below the base of 
each hydrotheca; aperture semi-circular, small, directed outwards. 
Gonosorne: Gonothecae borne on anterior of pinnae in rows; obovate, trans-
versely rugose; aperture large, with elevated margin which possesses a few long 
internal spines. 
Dimensions: 
Stem, diameter of cladate tube 
Pinna, length 
Pinna, diameter, including hydrotheca 
Hydrotheca, length ... 
Hydrotheca, greatest diameter 
Gonangium, length 
Gonangium, greatest diameter 
0·54 mm. 
up to 48·0 mm. 
0,47-0.50 mm. 
0·61-0·64 mm. 
0·12-0·15 mm. 
1·41-1·53 mm. 
0·68-0·75 mm. 
Locality: Seven miles east of Cape Pillar, 100 fathoms (Briggs). 
Distribution: Recorded from Station 54, within Jervis Bay, N.S.W., 10-11 
fathoms (Ritchie); Port Molle, Queensland (Bale). 
The measurements quoted above are taken from Briggs (1914, p. 294). There 
is no specimen in this collection. 
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Family PLUMULARIIDAE 
' Hydrothecae sessile and unilateral. Zoophyte furnished with nematophores 
(minute calycles containing an extensile offshoot of the coenosarc, and frequently 
bearing thread-cells). Polypites with a single wreath of filiform tentacles around 
a conical proboscis; gonozooids always fixed '. - Hincks. 
Genus Plumularia Lamarck, 1816 (in part) 
'Zoophyte consisting of pinnate (or rarely u_ndivided) shoots, often branched, 
jointed, rooted by a creeping stolon; hydrothecae generally more or less distant, 
margin not toothed; sarcothecae distributed along the hydrocaulus, not attached 
to the calycles; go no thecae never enclosed in corbulae nor protected by gonangial 
ramules '. - Bale. 
The genus Plumularia includes species which possess a delicate hydrophyton, 
with the hydrothecae, and the pinnae, separated somewhat so as to give a 
slender and graceful appearance. Margins of the hydrothecae are always smooth. 
Sarcothecae are arranged on a definite plan, some regularly about the hydro-
thecae, others along the hydrocaulus; they are generally wine-glass shaped, 
narrow at the base ,and moveable; in some of the species those median in position 
are curved, fixed, with the adcauline wall cut away, and also with a stout attach-
ment to the hydrocaulus. 
KEY TO THE GENUS PLUMULARIA 
1. Median sarcothecae fixed 2 
Median sar~othecae never fixed 5 
2. Pinnae internodes each with a hydrotheca set at about 45 ° to axis 3 
Pinnae with alternate long and short internodes, hydrothecae borne only on the former 4 
3. Hydrocaulus simple, monosiphonic P. buskii Bale 
Hydrocaulus bipinnately branched, polysiphonic P. sulcata Lamarck 
4. Hydrocaulus simple, monosiphonic; hydrothecae at 70° to pinna 
axis, wall markedly thickened P. filicaulis Poeppig 
Hydrocaulus branched, polysiphonic; hydrotheca at 40° to pinna 
axis, borne proximally on inte·rnode P. campanula Busk 
5. Hydrocaulus, polysiphonic 
Hydrocaulus monosiphonic 
6. Hydrocaulus branched, colony procumbent; hydrothecae adnate up 
to margin, aperture at 90° to pinna P. procumbens Spencer 
7. Hydrocaulus simple; hydrothecae single, terminal on a 'pinna, 
abaxial wall convex P. obliqua Saunders 
Hydrocaulus branched 8 
8. Hydrothecae single, terminal on a pinna, abaxial wall concave P. pulchella Bale 1 
Pinnae with alternate long and short internodes, hydrothecae borne only on the forffier 9 
9. Hydrothecae adnate up to margin, aperture at 90° to pinna P. setacea (Ellis) 
Hydrothecae at 40° to pinna axis, margin of aperture entire P. setaceoides Bale 
Plumularia obliqua (Saunders) 
Laomedea obliqua Saunders, in litt. 
Campanularia s.p. Lister, 1834. 
Plumularia obliqua Hincks, 1861. 
(Fig. 68) 
TTophosome: Hydrorhiza with marginal markings; hydrocaulus simple, mono-
siphonic, attaining a height of about 1·5 em.; stem flexuous, slender; pinnae 
alternate, arising near distal end of internode, each supporting a single hydrotheca. 
Hydrothecae campanulate, rounded at base, laterally compressed, aperture at 90° 
to pinna axis, margin sinuous; from summit of pinna a vestigial intrathecal ridge 
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·projec:ts into the ecJycle. Sa1·cotht:eac canaliculate, bithalarnic; one rnedian belov; 
calycle, •Jne lateral on each side on end of pinna, one axillary, and one near middlP 
of stem inte1·node. The two lateral saJ'cotheeae above calycle have the upper 
chamber eompressed. 
(;o}LOS(Yme: Gonotheeae large, ovate~ truncate abovt•. 
Distribution: Recorded from WiHiamstown, Victoria; Tasinania; England. 
I can rind no record of the Ta~ananian lo(:alit~-l £1-o1n \Vhich this :3pec}rnen 
Teeordt:_'cL There is no specin1cn in this eo1lt'(·tion and dinH~nsions arc 
fJ{amuJa.ria CO/Ynpa:wla Dusk, 
Plum'l;lart\L BD.le, 
r-'lum.1da1"ia la:nt A llrnan, 138:3. 
Flurnnlo.Jia ·von Lcndenfeld, 
Plu.tnuJaria rubra. von Lendcnfeld. 188'1. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus branched, poiysiphonie, "reet, attaining a height 
about 12 em.; branches slender, pinnate, bearing both hydr0theeae and pinnae 
pinnae distant, alternate, arising front each or every second branch internode; 
pinna internodes long, with oblique joints, hydn;theca borne on each, except the 
proximal of each pinna" Hydrothecae borne at the proximal lmd of internodes, 
large, campanulate, set at an angle of about 40' to pinna axis, margin entil'C', 
at baek. Sarcothecae canalicrdate, hitha1arnic.~ n1edian fixed ·";vith stout bases; 
one lateral, pedunf~ulate, at each side of the hydrotheea~ one rnerlian belo\v ~ 
between each two hydrothecae on the sam.e inteTnorle as the lower, and one 
prox·in1al internode of pinna. 
(J-rrnosoTnc: (~onothecac ovate, tapering belov.,r, or short and broad; 
on each side. near peduncle. 
Plum dariu obl·i((!.W ( 
.'fh_t,sk. G~l: Portion or' cnJon:;-
~~ul(my (after B.a;e), 
{)8 ~ -Portion oJ cn!ony ( Hfte-r 
{ after fhd>e). P!u1·wu{an:a s·tdca!Jt 
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Locality: T'.venty JY1iles east of l(ing' Island. Bass Str·ait (Ba.le); Oyste1:· 
GIJ fathoms (Bale). 
Distribution; Recon!ed from Holbon1 Island, :20 fathoms; Port Stephens Has-
'h'ell); Portland (Maplesrone); Williamstown (Bale). 
])irnensions are not g·iven. 'The1·e no speein1en in this collection. 
The species is sepat·att>d into t\vo varieties, one 
f()rn1 as deseribed. 
Bah', 18f31 1 
o11J~y. Both 
ahovf~; the other, 
consisting of short;. slender· sboot;3 
been t.aken fron1 BasB Strait. 
Plumu!aria snlcata Lanmrck, 
Trophoso'Yn.c Hydroutnlus polysiphonic, bipinnatPly branched, 
and branches thiek1 fte:xuous~ giving: 
alte1·nate ar)_d pinnate:, arising 
h.eight of -46 C:tn., or 1nore; sten1 
sip hemic braneh\ets; branch lets 
flexu_re; fron1 the branehlets a1··ise pi:n:tHH~ ;vhich are a]ternatc, approxinutt.e) 
hydrotheea on each internode, joints oblique becoming more 
F!ydrotheeae large, campanulate, at an angle of '*5' to pinna marg;in 
a broad. sinuation adaxia.lly. Sarcotheca.e eanalicula.t.e, bitha.larnie; one 1nedian, 
flxed, helow hydrotheea to whieb it is alrno:;t adpressed, adaxial margin deeply cut 
:=nvay; t'-'VO large, peduneu1ate1 \vine-ghl~3s shaped at s]des; tvvo s1naH, a,t the 
back of the hydrotheea with hvo large;:· just above; one or two proximal inter-
node of' the pinna; generaHy a double seric~s on prox.irnal port.ion of the branehlet" 
{Jnly the latera] sarcothecae are freely n1oveable .. 
Cio·noRO'trU:.': Gonothccae ureeolatc, \Vith an c)blique, eircu.lfrr 
margin of which is not thickened; a large internal operculum rests on an internal 
ridge ust below the margin; base surrounded by seve1:al large 
Dimensions: 
Gonobome, lengt!J 
G-onosorne~ rnaxin1 urn dian1eter CV?0-0·71 mm. 
Loeality: Off Wineglass Bay, Freyeinet Peninsula, 80 fathorns (Briggs); Bass 
Strait~ 40 i'athcnns (Bale). 
l)jst:ributiori; llccorded frcnn lVIers australes 
N.S.W., 25 :fathoms (Bale); Station 48, of!' 
(l-Utehie); F-ifty n1iJes south of Cape \Viles, S.A., 75 
The din1E~nsions given above nre fl'on1 Brig;gs 
specimen in this collection. 
t915, 
Plumularia pulchella Bale, 1881 
(Fig. 71) 
(Bah,). 
Trophor.Jo--r-nc: JJydrocat1lus branched, rnonosiphonic, atta.Jni:ng of about 
2·5 slender and fiext"tous; pinnae alte1·nate, arising near distal end of ·inter-
node, bearing a si.ngle hydrotheeal the distal part curving fron1 beneath. hydro-
theca, widening upwards. Hydrotheeae campanulate, with entire, slightly 
evert(•d. nu:rrgin \Vhich r.ises above d-istal of pinna; aperture at !)0-: to pinna 
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axis. Sa1·c:othc1 cac canal.it:ulate~ hithalarnic. 
calycle. l\·\~n lvJerals on end of pJnna, 
internodtt. 
s}pndcr bases· one bclo'-V 
axilla des, and one n~a1· rnlddle of ste1n 
ubllqtH.'ly truneate, apl.2rture vv]th large 
internal teeth. 
Dimensions: 
HydJc,eaulus internode, length 
1-{y-dl'ocaulus internod(,~ dian1ete1· 
Ped.icel, length 
PHJicd. diameter 
Byrinnheca, depth 
Hyd1·otheea, diameter at aperture 
Locca!ity lJ'Entrecasteaux Channel; Rhcban (May, 19M!). 
Distribution; Recorded from Williamstown, Victoria. 
0·:];3-0·40 rnrn. 
li·04-0·05 1!1111. 
0·10-0·11 rnrn. 
0·02G-0·08 nun. 
0·11-0·13 111111. 
0·100·11 l11lTI. 
The SJWCimens 
epizoically on a 
(Rheban). 
which form the basis this description wen: found gro,ving 
Bryozoan (D'Entreeastcanx Channel), and on MncrocuMis 
Bale (J_H84, p. 140) states that fhe hycl roeaulus is unbranched; while this 
appears to be the usual condition, one specimen in this collection reaches a height 
of 2·5 r·m., and is irregularly branched, the br·anches arising in or near the pinna 
axils. The hydrod1izaP in all the specimens arc flliform stolons and not in the 
form of a mat !Bale, 1884, p. 140). Also the constrictions of the pinnae behind 
the hydrothecae ar"e obscure in thes0 spec:imens. They are nut visible in lateral 
view, and secon only faintly in a fl'ontal vi(n;v. GonothPC'iW are absfmi. 
Plumularia filieau!us Poeppig, lf\7(; 
I Fig. 
T1 ophuHorne: Hydrorhiza ribhon-lilu:, edges indenLed in a "a stellate pattem. 
Hydroeaulus simple, monosiphonie, attaining a height of about 1 em.; stem jointed, 
eaeh intnnode bearing a pinna; pinnae alternate, consisting normally of sueeessivc 
long and short internodes, with hydrotlweaP borne only on the former. Hydro-
thecae cup-2.haped, walls greatly thickened, the thickening on the adeauline side 
forming a short, broad intntthePal l'idge; margin of aperture en lire, sinuous. 
Median sarcothecae bithalamic, eanalieulate, stout, fixed; one below the hydrotheea, 
and one on the short 'internode. Lateral sal'eoth~~eae win'"~-glass ~hapedj rnoveab1e, 
monothalamie (?), with slender bases, and ve1·y thin delicate walls; nne on each 
side ahove hydrotheca, and somewhat protceted by it. Cauline sarcot.hecae, 
r0semhlP mulians; one in the axil, and one on lower part of stem internode. 
Gonosome: Gonothecae irregulal'ly ovate, arising from the hydrorhiza and 
dosely adnate tlw !iat undr>rside to the supporting material; upper sr.ll'face 
transversely rugose, convex; aperture ·cuh-term'tnal, facing upwards. 
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Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
liydroca.ulus internode; dia:rneter 
Pinna internode (long), length 
Pinna internode (short), length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheea, breadth aperttH·e 
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0~!30-<0·38 nun. 
0·07 -0·10 nm1. 
0·:30-0·88 mm. 
0·10-0·12 n1n1.~ 
0·08 .. (H0 mm. 
0·12-0·13 rnm. 
0·25 .. 0·28 mm. 
Locality; BJackrnan's Bay~ J)e1'15/(::nt Estuar::/, 3~4 fathon1s (July~ 1949), 
Distribution: Bay of Talcahuano, Chili (Poeppig); Portland (Maplestone); 
Point Lonsdale (Mulder &. Trebilcoek). 
The .speeimen described above consists a number of pinnate shoots. There 
an• no simple shoots which, <tccmding to Mulder & Trebilcock (HHG, p. 80), often 
a:rise f':run1 tht.~ sarne hydrorbiza as the pinn_ate sh.oots. The colony was g;rowing 
on a divided Nlncrocy81iH lamina. 
Fw8 71.-74. 
o.f Plu·mnlaT(a .tihcct/1du8 Poe_ppig. Fig·. 72.: 
Fir;_ of colnny. PhtntuJarin 
Ball?. Fig. 7 4; Portion of c:olony. 
Phmmlaria setaeea ( ElliR, 17 55) 
Linnaeus, i7:iX. 
P:o;lh.J.S, 17'(}6. 
190(1, 
lHOO, 
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Tror;luJsonu' · 1-{vdl'(>eaulus 1nonosiphouJc, sparingly branched} T'0RUlad~v joint.i?d> 
attainlnf_t a heigl1t of about 5 ern.; pinnae a1tet·natt:, ari~~ing at the disb-tl end ~-,f 
:otcm internodes, with up to six hyclrothecac'. Alternate short and long intpJ·nodes, 
fot-rncr \vith a single saYcothec:a only, the h1tter bea1·i.ng both l1ydrothecac and 
sarcothecae. ITydrotl1ecae earnpanaLa:Lr~ 7 sn1t-:dl; expanded up\vards, back adnate 
to the: n1a1·g;in •Nhi~·h F:>ntin·; aperture at DO' to pinn~~ axis 1 or nearly so; 
near the middle of intern0des, hydranths small, completely rntraclile, with ring 
of 18 tentacles. SaYeoOJcr·ac \Vine-g1ass BhapedJ bitha1arnic, eanali~Hlate~ \Vith sJen.dcr 
ba~es; one nH?dlan behnv the h:vdrcJtheea: one laJe1·al eaeh side above, one nled1ao 
on sho1·t int(~rnode. one t\vo in pinna axiL and one n(.:.ar' lJJ·oxirnaJ end of 
internode. 
(;onoH01FC ., Gonotheeae difre1 in the ; ft.:'rna1e ::;rnoothJ arl!pu1late; \Yith a 
tubular neck and laYg(' ol'Jflce · n1aJe n1o1·(-· s'lende1· and elongatE>, \vith ;J_ nar.r()\V 
neek and a srnall terrninal d pc1·tore. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocauius intenwrJe, diameter 
Pinna inteYnodP (long-), length 
Pinna internode (short), length 
Pinna internode, diamctn· 
Hydrotheca, deptL 
Hydrotheca, diameter apcrtnro 
(~onotheca (rnale), length 
diameter 
Gonotbeca (female), length 
diarneter 
Locaiity: South Arm. Derwent Estumy 
(Februm·y, 19~18); Oyster Day (l\lfay, 1!l4>i). 
Distribution: Recorded frorn S.E. A11~tmlia" 
0·80-0·33 
0·11-1}1;3 nHn. 
0·30-0-i\:3 mm. 
0·10-0·1:3 
0·0;5-0·07 mm. 
0·08-0·1\l mm. 
0·10-0·12 
up to 0·90 r.nnL 
up to 0·20 111111. 
up to 0·90 
up to O<-t3 l11H1. 
ZeaJHnd; Europe. 
The Jiving sp(~ein1t1n hns ;~1, very delicate u.nd gTarefui appt:a_rance. Being 
cohnn·less and t1:anspa1·ent 1 it is often very dl:t11cuit to see. 
The prese:nt specinH~ns v•.rere 
in shalh:nv \Alater. 
gTO'\Ying on JVlu.crocyshs and other 
rrhere a·fe two forrns rcpresenb::•d Lhis coJle.:.:tion, one COt'l'E:Sponding· 
typ:c as deseribcd by Hineks 0 868, , t!w otlwr to that originaHy 
by Bale ( 1888, p. 779) as J')lutnularia h'U'[Jidu, 'I'he latter is UlOl"8 uft.en b.ranc1Jz~d 
and has t\vo sareothc-cae at. base uJ the pinna, one in of the axiL and 
behind. This type has been takt>n on1r fTonl F;agleha\vk vvhere it occurs in 
as~ociation \vith l---l rdeciunT .fle.~~itt? A.llrnan. 
Phmmlaria seinceoides 181'\ 1 
(Fig. 
Tro]Jhosmne. Hyr!rorhiza ribbon-like, undulated edges. Hydrocaulus 
nwnosiphonic, rar·cly hranehed, a hPight of about 7-8 ;:m., divided into 
internodes by oblique joints; pinnae alternate, distant, borne near the distal Pmb 
of internodes, eonsisting of altcrnat<• long· and short internodes, with hydmtheeae 
borne only on the former. Hydrothecae an ang;le of about 40° to pinna axis, 
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shaped} eanaliculate, bithalan1ic, base slender, eup shallovl; n1t'dian sarcothecae-
011 hoth long and short intet·nodes) have the margin cut away on the ad-axial side; 
sa.reotheeae one belo\v each hyd1·otheca, one lateral on each side above~ one n1edian 
011 the short internode, on(• in the ·pinna axil.~ and one near the proxirnal end of 
the stem internode. 
{iono8n-tnc: {~onothecae larget ohllquatc]y· truncatE~ above the broach~st part1 
transversely rugG~;e; borne at the bases of pinnae, often -in tYvo t'O\VS on the stent, 
Dimensions: 
Hydroe~wlus inten10de, length 
Hydroeaulus inten1ock, clia!1'Jeter 
Pinna internode (long), length 
I_)i:nua internode ( sho_d.) ~ length 
Pinna internode, diametel' 
Hydroth<'ea, depth 
1-Iydrotbeea. d.iarneter at aperture 
0·30-0·3:3 mnL 
0·12-0·13 rnrn. 
0·30-0·~15 
0·08~0· JO rrur1. 
0·05-lHI8 mm. 
0·1.2-0·13 111n1. 
0· J 8-0·15 rnln. 
Locality: South Arm, Derwent Estuary (April, 19,18) ; Nuheena, Ta~,;man 
Peninsula (l\.pril, 1949); Bic:heno C!'VIay, 1!)4})). 
Distribution: Reeorded from Victoria; :'\lew South Wales. 
ln the present specimens there is a eonsiderable variation in the thickening 
of tlw hydrothecal walls. The speeimen from N ubeena has markedly thickem:d 
walls, as opposed to the condition found in all the remaining specimens. Apparently, 
howevel', this is not sufficient grounds for the formation of a new variety, for Bale 
p. 781) also reeords the same charaeteristic. 
An interesting feature is that the specimen from Nubeena was growing 
epizoically on a pleopod of .Jarous la,lnndii (Tasmanian Marine Crayfish). The 
spedmens from South Arm were taken from algae below low-tide level, and those 
from Bieheno, were found on storm-drifted seaweed. 
Plumu1aria buskii Bale, 1884 
!Fig. 75) 
ln.tski. Billard, 19e~. 
Trop/w.c;onw: Hydrocaulus simple, monosiphonie, attaining a height of about 
5-fl ern., bearing hydrotheeae as well as pinnae; pinnae arise towards the front, 
and are approximate, alternate, joints oblique, hydrotheea on each internodEC 
;oxeept the proximal. Hyclrotheeae large, set at an angle of about 45o to the pinna 
axis, margin entire and free at the back. Sarcothecae canaliculate, bithalamic, 
median ones fixed with stout bases; one, pedunculate, on each side above tlw 
hydrotheea, one median sub-calyeine, ftxed, curved, almost appressed to the hydro-
theta, one median supra-ealyeine behind hydrotheea, one on distal part of internode 
near joint, one on proxiinal internode of pinna, and two abreast on the distal end 
stem internode. 
Gmwsome: (}onothecae (femalel large, horne on tlw stem, 'having a turgid 
dorsum and a more flattened ventral surface', Bale (1914, p, 28); two series of 
5-l\ large, moveable, irregularly arranged sareotheeae on the dorsal surface, also a 
sing!(> one near apex in central line. 
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The male gonothceae are small, bonw on the pinnae, ovate, with a pair 
sarcotheeae neaT pedlmcle. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocanlus internode, icngtl; 
Hydrocaulus internode, diamd:er 
Pinna, length 
Pinna (hydrotheeatie) internode, length 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, diameter at ap('l'tw·e 
Locality: D'Entreeasteaux Channel, 2-11 fathoms Briggs). 
0·70-0·7.3 nun. 
0·2!1-0·23 U11Jlo 
up to H·OO unn. 
\H7·0·61 nun. 
0·2B-0·81 rnn1, 
0·26-0·28 nlmo 
Distribution: I~eeorded from Griffiths' Point, Victoria (Bale) ; Lays an Island, 
Hawaiian Arehipelago (HaYtlaub); Gulf of Manaar (Thornely); ChristmH~ Island 
(Ritchie) ; Great Australian Bight (Bale). 
The measurements given above are taken from Briggs ( 1915, p. 304). There 
is no speeimen in this eolleetion. 
Plumularia procumhens Spencer, 1891 
(_B'igs 7G, 77) 
Pltort/IJ,laJ"i:a procu·m!Jwns Spent:er, 
I-:Jlutnularia Betaccafornvis .Th-1ulder & 1'rebHcock, 1Dl5. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus branched, polysiphonie, attaining a height of about 
15 em., the whole eolony proeumbent; branching is in one plane, with pinnae arising 
from both stem and branches; pinmw alternate, composed of suceessive long and 
short internodeH, forme1· bearing hydrotheeae and sareothecae, the latter bearing· 
sareothecae only, and then not constantly. Hydrothecae small, adnate up to margin 
which is smooth; aperture at about 90° to pinna axis. Sar·cotheeae large, bithalamic, 
canaliculate; one median below the hydrotheca, on<> lateral on each side above, 
two in the pinna axil, and numerous others scattered over the branches and stem. 
Fms 75-78. 
Plurnularia bu.Bki1: Bale. Fig. 75: _Portion oi colony (after Bale). Plurnuluria r;rocurnln'.ns Spencer. 
Fig:. 76: Portion of colony (after Spencer). Fi"g. 77: G,Jnotheca {after Spencer). NnnerteRitt celiata 
Bale. Fiw:. 7S; Portion of colony (after Bal-e J. 
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Gonosome: Gonothecae (male) ovate, borne on a short stalk, in a position 
a:xillary to a pinna; aperture large, terminal. One sporosac. 
Dimensions : 
Hydrocaulus (pinnate) internode, length ....... . 
Hydrocaulus (pinnate) internode, diameter ... . 
Pinna internode (long), length 
Pinna internode (short), length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Supra-calycine sarcotheca, length 
Locality: Off Wineglass Bay, Freycinet Peninsula, 80 fathoms 
0·61-0·64 mm. 
0·12-0·14 mm. 
0·20-0·31 mm. 
0·10-0·12 mm. 
0·03-0·04 mm. 
0·05-0·06 mm. 
0·08 mm. 
0·07-0·08 mm. 
(Briggs). 
Distribution: Recorded from Port Phillip, Victoria (Spencer); Great Australian 
Bight, 40-100 fathoms (Bale). 
The measurements quoted above are those given by Briggs (1915, p. 305). 
There is no specimen in this collection. 
Genus N emertesia Lamouroux, 1812 
' Zoophyte plant-like; stems simple or branching. jointed, clothed with verti-
cillate branchlets, and rooted by a mass of fibres; hydrothecae cup-shaped; nemato-
phores bithalamic, distributed along the stem (and branchlets); gonothecae axillary, 
unilateral'. - Hincks. 
Nemertesia ciliata Bale, 1914 
(Fig. 78) 
Nemertesia ciliata Bale, 1914c. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus in one plane, polysiphonic, profusely branched, 
attaining a height of about 30 em.; main branches bear branchlets which are mono-
siphonic, biserial, opposite to alternate, divided into internodes, each of which, 
except the first, bears one to eight whorls of pinnae; each whorl consists of three 
to four pinnae which are divided into alternate long and short internodes, the 
former hydrothecate, ·the latter bearing sarcothecae only. Hydrothecae very small, 
cup-shaped, adnate to the margin which is smooth. Sarcothecae bithalamic, canali-
culate, large, moveable; one median in front of hydrotheca, two laterals above, 
one on short internodes, and two in each pinna axil. 
Gonos<Jme: Gonothecae small, delicate, campanulate, with very thin walls; 
gonothecae expand from base Jo apex; aperture wide, open, transverse; no oper-
culum. 
Dimensions : 
Pinna internode (thecate), length 
Pinna internode (intermediate), length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture 
Gonotheca, length 
0·26-0·29 mm. 
0·15-0·17 mm. 
0·05-0·06 mm. 
0·05 mm. 
0·05-0·06 mm. 
0·037-0·044 mm. 
., 
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Locality: Thirty-five miles south-east of Bruni -Island, 150-230 fathoms (Bale); 
Oyster Bay,, 60 fathoms (Bale); Off Wineglass Bay, Fr~ycinet Peninsula, 80 fathoms 
(Briggs). 
Measurements quoted above are from Briggs (1915, p. 307) and Bale (1915, 
p. 300), there being no specimen in this collection. 
Nernertesia ciliata Bale, var. cruciata Bale, 1915 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus similar to that of N emertesia ciliata Bale, except 
that the pinnae are usually paired, each pair alternating with those above and 
below. Bale (1915, p. 300) states that: 'Excepting on the proximal portions of 
the branches the arrangement of the hydrocladia in alternate pairs is very general, 
though occasionally a branch bears them in sets of three, in which case there is 
often more or less irregularity among them. The branches seem to begin, more 
frequently than in the type, with two or three internodes devoid of hydrocladia, 
and, as in the type, the first few hydrocladia on a branch are irregular in position. 
A frequent arrangement is for two hydrocladia, nearly opposite, to begin the 
series, followed by three, all different heights, the rest being in alternate pairs; 
many other variations, however, occur. No gonangia were seen'. 
--' Locality: Off South Cape, 75 fathoms (Bale) ; Twenty-five miles north-east 
of Babel Island, Bass Strait, 70-100 fathoms (Bale). 
Genus Halicornopsis Bale, 1881 
' Hydrocaulus pinnate; hydro thecae with a fixed anterior sarcotheca, lateral 
sarcothecae absent; median sarcostyles present, naked or protected by a rudi-
mentary sarcotheca. Gonothecae not borne in corbulae, nor on modified pinnae'. 
-Bale. 
The absence of lateral sarcothecae is a characteristic which immediately 
separates this genus, together with Kirchenpaueria, from the other Aglaophenia-
type members of the Plumulariidae. 
The median sarcostyle, the presence of which remained unnoticed for a long 
while, increases the affinity of the relationship between this genus and Kirchen-
paueria. 
llalicornopsis elegans (Lamarck, 1816) 
(Fig. 79) 
P!umularia elegans Lamarck. 1816. 
Aglaophenia ele{lans Lamouroux. 1816. 
Aglaophenia avicularis Kirchenpauer~ 1872. 
Halicornopsis avicularis Bale, 1881. 
Azygoplon rostratum Allman. 1883. 
Halicornopsis elegans Billard. 1907b. 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus branched, monosiphonic, becoming polysiphonic i~ 
the older parts, attaining a height of about 15 em.; branching irregular; pinnae 
close, alternate, one or two on an internode. Hydrothecae set at an angle of about 
45o to pinna axis; shallow, with two lateral teeth on margin, and a large anterior 
rostrum. Rostrum hollow, the inner side produced downwards to form an intra-
thecal ridge within the hydrotheca. Median sarcothecae short, scoop-shaped, open 
on the inner side, situate on the front of the hydrotheca opposite the base of the 
rostrum; cauline sarcothecae smaH, one on the branch above origin of pinna,, 
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one. on nasr~ of pinna, a:nd one axillary. }\ Tnedian sarcost.~yle is pl·es~;nt~ situated 
between the pinna and the back of the hydrothcea, naked, or protected by rudi--
rnentary sal'cotheca in th~:) foTn1 of a delicate flap of per-is::.1xf:; saYcopo1·e a ::_.:;irnp1e 
apc~rture eoinlnunicating; \Vith th"2 interior of the pinna. 
Go'nosoJnc Gonotheca.e ilTeg;ula-dy ovat:_:, thick--v;atled~ borne at the bases of 
the pinnae; no visible orifiee or opercuh:nu. 
Hydrocaulus intc:l-nodc (single pinna), leng;th 
Hydrocaulus int<crnode (double pinna}, Icng;th 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), diametl'r 
Pinna internode, length 
P1nna -i_nternodE-\ diarneter 
lly;il'otlwca, depth 
Hydrotheca, diameter at aperture (lateral aspect) 
Hydrotheca, diarneter at aperture (frontal m;peet) 
Gonothcca, length 
Gonotheea, gTeatest d.ian1cter 
O·D7-·l·38 
0-28-0-3f) 
0·42--[!'45 
0·12-0·17 
0-20-0·31 
(}2G-0·23 
ll<Hl·0·40 
l-in 
0·7:3-0·30 
mm. 
rnrn.~ 
I111Tl~ 
mm. 
1nrn. 
rnn1. 
D1lil~ 
mm. 
T\1111, 
1Yil1L 
Locality: on· South Cape, 7,5 fathoms (Bale); D'Entrecasteaux Channel, 2-11 
fathoms (Briggs); Hobart, Derwent Estuary; Seven miles cast of Cape Pillar, 
100 fathoms (Briggs); Wineglass Bay, 11 fathoms (Briggs); Bass Strait (Kircb::n-
patwr); Bass Strait (Bale). 
Di,;L!·ibution- Hecor-ded from Indian Ocean (I.anwm·onx); Great Australian 
Bight, 40--100 fathoms !Bale); Victoria; New South Wah•s. 
The measurements quoted above are those given by Briggs ( 1915, p. :-lOD). 
There is no speeimcn in this collection. 
l (\ 
¥ \ .\ / 80 
~- ~ 
(~ 
£ /L '\ 
-cy\\ 8 
HoJ~d7JHU1psi.~~ de~;o_ru;; ( L.arr1arek). :Fi;::. 'dJ: pinna. Khcfu.7qJtmeria }noducftli (Bale} 
l_t']g. 80: Portion of pinna (after Hn1e), l<iTcliwnpo./UC'·ia 'min(tti!is (Allman). Vig. 81: Pnt'ij(ill o.f 
; Gcnotbeca. 
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Genus Kirchenpaueria ,Jiekeii, 188cl 
'Hydrocaulus pinnate, hydrocladia ftunished with median s~ueothecae, but no1w 
at the sides of the hydrotheeae; median sareostyles present which are not provided 
with ,;arcothecae, hut eonnnunicate with the interior of the hydrocladia by simple 
apertures in the perisarc. 
Gonangia without phylactocarps oi any kind, sornetimcs adnate by one :;ide 
to a foreign substance'. --- Bahe, 
Kirchenpaueria mirahilis (Allman, lisS:-l) 
(F'ig. 81, 82) 
Diploche·ilui5 ndTalnTis Allman, -u.;g:{_ 
KiTchert'pauerin mirabilis Bale, 18~i--L 
Plu,mnlaria 'm?:nr-lJI~li::; Billard, 1910. 
lJiplodu_-;'if.uH allm.ani 't'oY'TE:'Y, lD04. 
Trophosome: Hvrl1'0car1lus monosiphonic or slightly fascicled, spal'ing:ly 
branched, attaining a height of about 8 em.; stem internodes long; pinnae altl'rnatc•, 
arising neal' the distal end of stem internode. joints oblique. HydrothecaP, one on 
each pinna internode; proximal portion nearly parallel with pinna, distal portion 
cw·ved away; apertm·e circular, margin free and eveJ'ted; anterior wall of 
hydrotheea inflected immediately below margin forming a deep intrathecal ridge 
which extends more than half way across the cell, external sinus filled with 
perisarc. A median sarcothcea below each hydrotheca, fixed Heet, aperture facing 
the hyllrotheca, terminal chamber wide, shallow, with adaxial wall deeply cut 
away. No lateral sarcothecae, hut a median sarcostyle between back of hydrotheca 
and the pinna; sarcostyle a simple aperture partially proteeted by a web of 
perisarc connecting hydrotheca and pinna. I-\ single sarcotlwea at the base of 
each pinna, and one or two others near; one, conical, in the axil. 
Gonosmnc: Gonothccae borne, one on an internode, on the lower part of the 
stem; large, f1·ee, with rounded summit, and irregulaY, wide, transverse undulations; 
no distinct marginal ring or operculum. Sporosaes two. 
Dinwnsions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus intenwde, diameter 
Pinna internodt~, length 
Hydrotheea, depth 
Hydrotheea, diameter at aperture 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, maximum breadth 
0·49-0·75 
0·16-0·25 
0·50-0·61 
0·28-0·33 
0·30-0·~3 
up to 1·60 
0·85 
lTIHl. 
n1m. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
mm. 
Locality: D'Entrecasteaux Channel, 2-11 fathoms (Briggs); South Arm, Der-
went Estuary (April, 194!)); Storm Bay (Briggs); Station 162, off Moncoeur Island, 
Bass Strait (Allman), 
Distribution: Reeorded from Port Phillip and Grifftths' Point, Victoria (Bale); 
Scottbm·gh, Natal (Warren); Station 44, of!' Coogee, N.S.W., 49-50 fathoms 
(Ritchie); Misaki, ,Japan (Stechow); Pt. Loma, California, U.S.A. (Torrey). 
A number of colonies were found on the hold-fast of Mncrocyst·is which had 
been washed up on a beach at South Arm. Some of the colonies bore the charac-
teristic gonothecae which have a reddish--brown colour, the remainder of the colony 
being colourless. Measurements differ somewhat from those given by Briggs 
( 1915, p. ~08), the stem internodes never attaining the minimum length quoted 
(0·87 mm.). 
MICHAEL M. HODGSON 
Kiu~henpaueria {Jroducia (Hale, 181l1) 
Vlur:rwJa.ria producta Bale, ISSJ. 
A:Zl![fOJ)lOTr pTorluctum Bale, 183S. 
J(irr:l!enJ)(!W.Jia JJr•nlw:ta Ikile, 18~H. 
I-I aJir·orTwria 'JYroducfa, 'l'mTcy, ] 902< 
Not Diplochel1us alrmarni Torrey, 1004. 
(Fig, 80) 
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Tmphosome: Hydrocaulus monosiphonie, unbranehed, atLaining a height of 
a l•out 1 em.; pinnae alternate, either one or two borne on each intt.rnode, Hydro-
tbecae borne one on each pinna internode, proximal portion nearly pal'allel to Lhc 
pinna, the distal portion curving upwanls; apt•rture with an entire margm; 
anterior wall of hydrotheca inflected below the margin so as to form an intrathecal 
r:idge whieh extends mOl'e than half way acro;,;s the cell. A median sarcotheca 
helo>.v each hydrotheea, fixed, erect, the distal chan1ber ~:;hallo\v o1· saucer~-shaped, 
'.vith the adaxial wall cut away. A single median sarcostyle in the angle between 
tl1e hy(h'otheca and the pinna, protected by a delicate extension of pc~risarc 
between the hydrotheca and the pinna. Cauline sarcothecae, two at the base of 
the pinna, one of which is axillary and larger than the other, both just conica.l 
projections. 
Gmwsmne: Gonotheeae large, inegularly ovate, attached to the hydrorhiza 
by the flat ventral surface: dorsal surface is convex, with indistinct transverse 
undulations. 
Locality: Bass Strait (Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded from Coogee, N.S.W.; Port .Tackson, N.S.vV. (Bale): 
Queenscliff; Williamstown; Portland. 
No dimensions are given. There is no specimen in this eolleetion. 
Genus Halicornaria Busk, 18G2 
' Shoots plumose, pinnate, often branched, rooted hy a filiform stolon; hydro-
thecae generally toothed or lobed at the margin; a median anterior and two lateral 
sarcothecae connected with each hydrotheca, no othtTS along the polypifemus 
ramules; gonothecae naked, on the main stem or the unaltererl pinnae'. Bale. 
""A number of the species which have been placed in this genus have laekt>d the 
gonosome, so that the assignation must be provisionaL However, such is the 
charactel' of the l'Cmainder of the polypidmn that there is little doubt that, in most 
cas0s, there will be agreement in the structm·p of the gonosome. 
Halicornaria longirostris ( Ki rchenpam:r, 1872) 
Aylacphcm:a lonuiToBtT1s KirchentJauer, J 87?. . 
.Aolaophcnia thompson1: Bale, 1S81. 
11 fJ;H(:aTnaTia irYa[J?>rostn:.<; Bale, ] .S84. 
(Fig. 83) 
Trophosmne: Hydrocaulus monosipbonic, branched, attaining a height of about 
fJ em.; branches in one plane; pinnae close, one or two on an internode, alternate 
to sub-alternate. Hydrothccae cup-shaped, set at an angle of about 45'' to pinna 
axis, one on each pinna internode; margin of aperture with an incurved, spine-1ike 
tooth in front, a broad, shallow, rounded lobe behind, and three teeth on each side; 
thceate intel'nodes not constricted. Median sarcotheca more than double the length 
of the hydrothcca, to which it is adnate as far as the margin; upper part tubular, 
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nuvecl and producc•d fonvanls parallel to the pinna; lateral and terminal 
distind. Lateral san:othee<w small, oval, adnate to pinna; oYifice tubulat·, Iaten1l 
and terminal apertures may be confluent. Cauline sareothecae similar to 
laterals, one behind each pinna, and two on the front of stem internode. 
(;oTtosouu~: GonJtht<·ae srnall~ delieate, truncate~ horne at the bases of the 
pinnae. 
Dimensions: 
IIyUrocaulu~ internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Pinna internode} length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, breadth 
Gonotheca, length 
Gonotheca, bn•adth 
0·55,0·58 rn1n. 
0·80-0·88 nun. 
0·2il-0·27 TI11TL_ 
0·12-0·H nnn. 
0·18-0·21 1Ttl11-
0·17-0·HJ HUll. 
up to O·GO nnn. 
up to 0·40 11ll1L 
Locality: Blackman's Bay, Denvent Estuary (MaYch, 19;38); Taroona, Dl'> 
went Estuary (August, 1949); Storm Bay (Briggs); Bicheno (May, 1940). 
Distribution: Recorded from Victo1·ia; South Austl·alia; New South Wales. 
The speeimens in this collection consist of simple, pinnate colonies, none 
exceeding 7 em. in height. The gonothecae, present on the specimen from Black, 
man's Bay, arc borne in a single row up the stc•m, for the greater pat't of th(e length. 
Halicornaria ('omes (Bale, 191<1) 
(Fig. 84) 
H{_dl>~onulrio, £ntcnne(l'ia Bale, lfl14b. 
llalir;M"n(t'l'"·l:n fun~nta vax. intermcdfa Bale. l91Jb. 
1-Jnficornada (~O'fl?J'-8 BI'Lu:g·s, lH:3D. 
Trophosmne: Hyclrocaulus branched, monosiphonic, attaining a height of ahont 
30 em.; branching in one plane, dichotomous; pinnae arise two on an internode;, 
alternate or sub-alternate; internodes vvith oblique joints. Hydrothecae set at 
an angle of about 600 to the pinna axis, facing towards the front; base wider 
than aperture; an intrathecal ridge runs obliquely from the abaxial wall to alfout 
the centre of the cell; margin of aperture entire or with an indistinct median 
tooth in front, a bn>ad rounded lobe behind, and three teeth on each side, the 
centre one everted, the others degenerate; aperture between hydrothecae and pinna 
with minute marginal den tides; inte1·node non-septate. Me•dian sarcotheea adnai:<> 
up to hyclrotheca margin, the free part short, slender, with lateral and t<c'nninal 
orifices distinct. Lateral sarcotheeae adnate, saccate, the two terminal oritk<>s, 
on•" of which faces forward~, the other upwards, often more or less confluent with 
the large lateral aperture. Cauline sarcotheeae similar to tho laterals, two at the 
base of eaeh pinna, and one at the back of axil. 
Dimensions: 
Hydroclac!e, length 
Hydroc:lade internode, length 
Hydroclade internode, diametl'l' 
Hydrotlwca, depth 
IIydl'otheca~ breadth 
Hydrothcc.a, of free portion 
up to 18·00 mm. 
O·:~:J-0·42 mm. 
0·2!) .. ()·81 mm. 
0·18-020 mm. 
0·09-0.'21 
!V!ICH.U:L :\L HODGRO:\ 
Locality. Seven miles east of Cape Pillar, 100 fathoms (BJ·ig-gs); Off 1\iiaria 
fi5 fathoms (Briggs); Oyster Bay, 20 fathoms (Bale); Off Wineglass Bay, 
80 fathoms IBl'iggs); Bass Strait (Bale); Thirty-six milc·s S. 58' W. of Cape 
\Vickham Lighthouse, 72 fathoms (Bale); Oft' G1·een Capto, 470 fathoms (Bale). 
The ]engths of the free parts of the 1necUan san_'otheeae sbo\v a n1arkPd 
variation 7 presenting; 1 in general, a S('ries \,vhich de~rr~ases fron1 the prox]Inal port1on 
f the pinna to the end. 
This species has, so 
with Ag/aopheuia ta.wmu 
far} only been tak~-:n in T::tsrnanian \\~ater~~ in assocJaUr:)n 
Bale, on whieh it oecUJ'2. !opizoon. 
The rnea~urerncnts quoted above are those given by 
The1·e no specimen in this collection. 
FiGS 
Ha.Jii:OJTtan·a lon!Jirost.r[s ( KirchF:npau-er). Fi~>;. X:S: T-'onion nf pinna_. 
F1:2;, S4: Purticn of pinna (after BaJp). HoJcorr!o.n:a 8U.perl!a (Hrdel 
(after Bal(') . 
fiaHeornaria superbn (Bale, 1S81 ~ 
(Fig. R5) 
(HJ15, p. 311 . 
J-Jolicurnarlo co?n,:s {Bait:'!. 
1~-l'-::. : I'ot·i11JH ,·)f pir.na 
TroJ!ho.smne: Hydrocaulus monosiphonie, spm·in,c>,·Jy brandwd, attaining a heighr 
of a1>out 20crn., pinnae tvv·o on eac:h internode, eloscj altC'l'1Htte to ~..;uh-atternat~:, 
Hydrotheeae set an an angle of about flOC to pillna a'\.is, ('UP·-shaped., with distal 
pmt ~onwwhat bent upwards from pinna; a diHtinct intl'athee~d ridRe pl'oject::: 
fron1 the rniddle of the abaxial \vall to nea1· the eentre of tht.• hydruthcca; n1arg}n of 
aperture t•ntin', with a rudimentary anterior tooth in fnmt, a i'n;e, bnmd, rounded 
lobe bPbincl, and three everted teeth on eacb side, tln' mosL JHJ~terior oftc:n being 
reduced or ahsent; thecate internodes not constricted. }Vlesial sarcotlw<:a about 
double the length of thEo hych·othcea to which it i;,; adnatP as Ln as the rnarg·in, 
distal portion curved and produced forvvards nearly parallel tc, thP pinna: lat:!t·al 
an(l terminal apcl'ttn·ps separate.. Lateral sarcothcoc:w saccate, adnate, 
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circular, sub-tubular apertures, one directed forwards, the other upwards; both 
apertures often confluent with the large lateral aperture. Cauline sarcothecae 
resemble the laterals, one behind pinna, and two on the front of the stem. 
Gonosome: Unknown. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode, length 
Hydrocaulus internode, diameter 
Pinna internode, length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, breadth 
IH6-0·77 mm. 
up to 0·87 mm. 
0·28-0·31 mm. 
0·24-0·26 mm. 
0·24-0·26 mm. 
0·17-0·19 mm. 
Locality: Storm Bay (Briggs); Twenty miles east of King Island, Bass Strait 
(Bale). 
Distribution: Recorded from Griffiths' Point (Goldstein); Queenscliff, Victoria; 
Port Phillip Heads, Victoria; Forty miles west of Kingston, S.A., 30 fathoms 
(Bale); Dongarra Beach, W.A. (Bale). 
The measurements quoted above are those given by Briggs ( 1915, p. 312). 
There is no specimen in this collection. 
Genus Aglaophenia Lamouroux, 1812 (in part) 
'Shoots plumose, pinnate, often branched, rooted by a filiform stolon; hydro-
thecae generally toothed or lobed at the margin; a median anterior and two lateral 
sarcothecae connected with each hydrotheca, no .others along the polypiferous 
ramules; gonothecae enclosed in corbulae or borne on specially modified pinnae'. 
Bale. 
The members of this genus have a characteristic feather-like appearance 
contrasting with the more delicate structure of the species of Plumularia. 
Macroscopically this genus closely resembles Halicornaria, the character and 
position of the reproductive organs being the main distinguishing features. Here 
the gonothecae are never borne naked on the stem, but always on a pinna which is 
modified in some way to form a protective structure. 
The mesial sarcotheca shows a range from forms with distinct lateral and 
terminal apertures, to forms in which these apertures are confluent. There are no 
sarcothecae on the pinnae other than those associated with the hydrothecae, but 
there are usually two or more on the stem at the base of each pinna. ·sarcothecae 
are fixed, tubular or saccate, but not wine-glass shaped, attached partly to the 
hydrotheca and partly to the pinna. 
The Australian members of the genus may be separated into several well-
defined groups, the separation depending on characteristics of the trophosome and 
gonosome. This is discussed at length by Bale (1884, pp. 147-153). 
MICHAEL ~L HODGSON 
KEY TO THE G~;NUS AGLAOPHE:;TIA 
1. I-Iydrccaulus simple, monosiphonie 
Hydr(A;aulus branehed, po1ysiphcmic 
2- liydrothecat elongate; rnct.rJ.,6l1 of apertu1·e with an everted angular 
lobe un each side 
_Hyd1'othec~e urn-shaped; marp;in with :four teeth un each side, 
the t:;ee(lnd from front n1c-1·e or less bilobed parvufa.. Bale 
-Mesial sarcotheeae e:xtending beyond hydrotheca rim ; hydro-theca m_argin \Vith :four teeth on 
caeh oide 
Me-~ial sar~ntheeae not extending beyond hydrot.heea rim 
-L Hydrcth..::cal ma1·gin having: one small triangular tooth on eal'h side 
H-ydrothecal margin hav:ing three teeth on each s-ide 
Hydrothe(~al rnargin having: four teeth on each side 
;;, Hydrothecae with marg;inal a.nterior median tooth long, incurved 
Hydrothecae with rnarginal anterior median tooth e-verted 
.:-1. ta8"11Ulftica _Bale 
.4 . ({/i''inat:a Bale 
/1. ten-'trissirna Bale 
A. d'i'uarir-ata {Busl.;:) 
A. dcnnnhcru·:; B~le 
Aglaophenia tenuissima Bale, 19H 
(Fig. 8G) 
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T1·ophoRonu': Hvdrocaulus very slender, flexuous, polysiphonic, branching, 
attaining a height of about 40 em.; branches arise at flexures, monosiphonic, 
alternate, dclica te, bearing only sarcothccae on proximal portions, jointing obscure; 
pinnae short, alternate, on2 on an internode. Hydrothecae almost cylindrical, 
nearly parallel with pinna axis, a minute intrathecal ridge on adcauline side near 
thrc base; aperture oblique, margin furnished with a short, pointed, anterior tooth, 
and on each side four equal triangulm· teeth which are similar to the anterior 
tooth but shm'ter; back ad nate, Septal ridges opposite base of lateral sarcotlwcae 
and intrathecal ridge, with often a third between. Mesial sarcotheca less than 
one half length of hydrotheca, adnate, free portion very short, single terminal 
aperture. Lateral sarcotheeae srnall, adnatc up to margin, beyond which there is 
only a small projec-tion; single terminal aperture•. Caul inc sarcotheeae resemble 
the laterals, but are larger; one in axil of pinna, and one lower down bebind axil. 
Gonosonw: Pinna n:placc:d by a gonangial branch, the first three or four 
internodes bearing modi lied hydrothecae. Female: Cm·bula consisting of about 
fifteen pairs of pinnules; pimmles narrow proxirnally, but widened distally into 
broad leaflets, which mcc>t to form the closed eorbula. From base of eaeh pinnule, 
on distal side, projPds forwards a lateral spur which SL1pports, proximally, 
a Jnoditied hydrotheca with its attendant lateral sarcothecae, and is continued 
distally into a leaf-like process, which may be very large, and armed with a few 
sarcothecae. The distal edges of the pinnules are fn:e, wing-like, directed out-
wards, and continued above col'lmla, the edges with infrequent, scattered sarco-
th.ccae; often one or two frecc pinnules at distal m· both ends of eorbula. 
Dimensions: 
Hyd1·ocaulus intenJOde (pinnate), length 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), diameter 
Pinna internode, length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, breadth at mouth 
0·54-0·78 
0·14-0·17 
0·45-0·47 
0·07-0·08 
0·33-0·35 
0·18-0·19 
Loc·ality: Off \Vineglass Bay, Freycinet Peninsula, 80 fathoms (Briggs). 
ml'n. 
mm. 
mm. 
mnL 
Il1!1L 
mm. 
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Distl·ibution: P1·eviously reeonled only hom the Great Australian Bight, 
Long. 126' 45~' E., 190-820 fathoms; Long·. l:lO'' 40' E., HiO fathoms (Bale). 
The n1ca.suren1cnts l'ecordeJ he1·e a1·e those given b;.-r Hrigp:s (1H15, p. ;~-18). 
Tlwre is no specirnen in this collection. 
·\glaopheni:; piumosa Hale, 188 
Truphusome: Hyd1·ocaulus monosiphonic, unbranched, attaining a height of 
about 3-4 tm.; pinnae dose, alternate, arising one on eacb intenwde, buth series 
boYne Lowanls Uw front of stem. Hydrothecae elongate, nearly parallel with pinna 
axis, two small intrathecal ridges, one short, stout, on abcauline side at base of 
median anterior tooth, the otl1er rudimentary, on adcauline sidC' 1wm· Lase of 
hych·othc'ca; ape1-tun; at about 4;)' to pinna ax1s; margin of apel'ture with a long' 
pointe<!, slightly innli'Vc;d tooth in fnmt, sides each forming an evPl'ted angular 
lobe, c:Llt-away clown to pinna. Septal ridges hvo, one at base of lateral sarcotheca, 
running obliquely fonv;ud, the other transverse, opposite the adcauline intrathecal 
ridge; occasionally a third between. Mesial sarcotheca long, divm·gent, with 
distinct terminal and lateral apertun;s, also an opening lPading into the hydJ·o· 
theea. Lateral sareothe<"ae tubulal', adnate to the' hydrotheca as far as the margin, 
with a fl-ee part above directed fo1·wanls and outwards, distinct lateral and terminal 
apertm·es. Cauline ~arc:otlJccae two on stem at base of pinna, apeJtures confluent. 
Go11osont<' .' Normal pinna rq>lacP(l by a gonangial pinna ·which !wars 15-20 
pai1·s of altemate pinnulcs; eadt pinnule f{ll·nished with two sC'l'ies of tubu lm· 
sareothecac; sarcothecaP opposite or em b-alternatc, the two proximal one,, on the 
distal edge of pinnule without corresponding ones on the proximal edge; the hvu 
s;•ries of pinnules an• arched, meeting at the top and forming· an open (·ol'lmla; 
a single hydrotht>ca on pinna below c01·hula. 
Dimensions: 
Ffydl'oeaulus intc1·nodt> ( p}nn~tb: J} 1ength 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate)~ diarncter 
Pinna internode, ]('ngth 
Pjnna -internode, dian1etel' 
Hydrothc<:a, depth 
llyd1·<.rtheea, b1·eadth at apcrLur·e 
0·25-0·~·;:~ :rnrn. 
()'1 7-0·2,; Jll111. 
0·29-·0·88 lYlHL 
0·10-0·l:j 111111. 
0·24-0·27 mm. 
0·12-0·lG ITll11. 
Locality: .Snug, 
Estuary (Ap1·il, J 
1949). 
N o1th-IN est Hay ( SepternbeJ', l94fl) ; South Ann, De1went 
; Taroona, Derwent Estuary (Allgust, UJ4f)); Bieheno (May, 
DicJb:ibution: Recorded from Aldinga, S.A. (Smcaton); Portland ( Mapl(~stonc), 
\h']llhtn1sto\vn; Quecnscli1lo 
Tlw spcl'imens, collected in widely separated localities, show large range 1)f 
va1·iati.on in their microscopic :-neasuren1cnts and rnaeroscopie ap1)earancc. fiovr-n 
eve.r, this is not inconsister1t \Y-it.h 3pecifie characters. 
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Tlw material fnnn South Arm was gl'owing on 111acrocystis stipe neal" low-tide 
le-vel; it is simple, pinnate, about 1·5 em. high, arising· fnnn a l"cticnlate, filiform 
stDlon. That frm:n Bicheno was obtaim·d fl·om stonn-drifted seavveed .. 
Th" specimen from Snug· ·was hn·ger than that from South Arm, shoots being 
about 4 c:n1. long. It \Vas found gTo\ving on Zosi:t.ol'u, be1ovv 1o\v-tide leveL 
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A.c]loo})henia tetwi.-.;Nima lhde. F-i~~- ~(): PurLiun nf p[tlna (a-ftcY Bale). 
Bale. F'ig·. Wl: Portion of oiuna. l\ttlnoplu:n?:a JWJnda Bale. F1~2,·. : Jlortinn 
itL"·mlo·nJcrt l~~de. Fig. S:J: Portion nf v1nn;-t (a-fh'r Cale). 
Aglaophenia panula Bale, 1?381 
(Fig. R>l) 
i-\.ltlUfJJJ!tl·fiia n!dmtda 
pinn~l. Aalaonhenia. 
TrophogoJu.c · Hydroeaulus nwnosiphonic, unbranched, attaining n height of 
about 4~·5 ern.; pin nap ar1-' a] ternateJ approxiniatC', a.Yising ont~ on an intt•rnorle 
towanls the front o[ tlw stem. Hydrothecae urn-o:haped, widening from base 
upwards, at an angle of about "10 to the' pinna axis: a fold Ol' constriction l''JnR 
around cell, perpendicul:cu· Lo pinna axis and a little above J,asc; margin of aperture 
with a single incm·ved, median tooth in front, four teeth on each side, the second 
tooth from the fl'ont may, or may not, he divided into two lobes, the haek is en tin~ 
and adnate to pinna. Septal ridges two, one opposite the base of latc·J'al san:otheca 
running ubliqu('ly forward, and one transverse, opposite the intrathecal fold. 
Mesial sarcotlwca not extending beyond rim of hyclrotheca, divergent, tenninal 
.and latenll apertures confluent, also an opening leading into the hydrotheca. 
Latent.l sareothecae short, not .reoaehing h<'yond hydrotheea margin, partially adnate, 
fn·<" 11nrtion tapeo·ing, apertures eonfltwnt. Cauline mneothecae resnnhlc laten:ds, 
b.vo on stern noa1· hase of pinna, and one on each ;_;;jde of axil. 
Go1wso,nc. Normai pinna replaced by a modified gonangial pinna bearing a 
single hydrotrwca below the eorbula; n joint above and below th<O hydrotheca, 
but. no othe1·s on pinna an• distinct. Corbulae of two kinds: ( 1) Six or seven paiT:; 
of bn;ad leaflets united to fon11 a dosed sac:, the' distal edg;e of each leaflet [;rearing 
sh(nt, stout sa reo thecae; fnnn the d.i,;tal side of the base of the proximal pimmle 
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arises a lateral spur which runs forwanls pandlel to pinna and bears sarcothecae 
on each edge. ( 2) Having leaflets free, both edges bordered with sarcothecae, 
fonning an open col'lmla. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulm; internode (pinnate), 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), 
Pinna internode, length 
Pinna internode, diametN' 
Hydrotheea, depth 
Hydrotheca, breadth at aperture 
Corbula. length 
Corbula, breadth 
length 
dian1eter 
0,18-0,23 mm. 
0·20-0·28 mm. 
0·23-0·27 'fl1TI1. 
0·08-0·10 nun. 
0·25-0·27 nun. 
0·15-0·17 mm. 
up to J ·80 111111. 
up to 0·80 mn1. 
Locality: King;ston, Derwent Estum·y; South .Arm, Derwent Estuary ( lD/ 4/ 47). 
Distribution: Portland (Maplestone); Queenscliff (Bale). 
Referring to the mode of arrangement of the hydrothecal marginal teeth, Bale 
( 1884, p. 16G) says: 'having five teeth on each side, the second of which however 
is often folded behind the third, so that under a low-power they appear like one 
tooth '. Aftsr an examination of the specimens in this eollection I am eonvinced 
that there al"e but four teeth on each side, the sf:cond being hi-lobed to a greater 
or less extent, an appearance of overlapping being due to the peculiar method of 
construction. 
The speeimen f1·om Kingston consists of a large number of colonies growing 
epizoically on the elongated stalk of the aseidian Rolteniu. pa,chydennnt?:na,. 
The specimen from South Arm was growing on the stipe of iVIcwJ·ocystis near 
low-tide level. 
Aglaophenia tasmaniea Bale. 1914. 
(Fig. 8H) 
.4_ylaophr'JI-in Uu::-nuut.ica Bale. l$l14h. 
Troplwsorne: Hydrocaulus polysiphonic, sparingly hranched, attaining a height 
of about 30 em.; branches arise mostly in opposite pairs, with both series in one 
plane, originating from a primary hydrocaulus intPrnode, replacing: a pinna; 
pinr<te alternate, arising one on an internodQ, at an angle of ahont 40° to branch, 
both series placc:d towards the front, joints somewhat oblique. Hydrothecae borne 
at an angle of about 30" to pinna, tapered proximally, distal part nearly cylindrical, 
a small fold near base on adcauline sick; some hydrotl1eeae with a small rounded 
tooth projecting into eavity from abcauline side a little a hove base; margin of 
aperture with a median, pointed, anterior tooth, a single triangular tooth on 
each side, near front, n;mainder sinuous but not lobed; hack cut-away, arlnate. 
Septal ridges at base of lateral sarcotheca(', and at intratlwcal fold. Mesial 
sarcothecae not reaehing theca margin, adnat<" for whole length, with a single 
aperture perpendicular, or nearly so, to hydrotheca. Lateral sarcothecae tubular, 
projecting; just above thu:a margin, pointing forwards and outwards; ap<"rture 
round, small. Cauline sarcothecae broad, open above, two on a branch near base 
of pinna. 
Gonosmnc: Gonang-ial pinnae usually in pairs, with first four or f]v"' internodes 
bem·ing sarcothecae only. Fernale: Corbula long, consisting of fift<:cn ( o1· mon•) 
pairs of altel"nate pinnnles, arising from separate pinna internodes; proximally 
the pinnules are nal"row, but distally they expand into broad leaflets, eorbula is 
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dosed. Distal end of eaeh pinnule 0xtended beyond line of union giving a free 
edged expansion bordered ·with sarcothecaP, and continued upwa1·ds forming a 
huge crest above cm·bula having both edges free and bordered with sarcotheeae. 
J u&t above '>l'igin of eaeh pinnule, on distal side, a1·ises a lateml projection or spur 
be~n·ing two series of sarcotheeae (up to s<2ven on <each side) but no hyd1·otheeae. 
M.ale: Codmla long, with up to twenty-fou1· pairs of alternate pinnulcs, which al'e 
nanow proximally, but expanded into bl'oad leailets distally; eorbula closed for 
l11{)St of length but distally the pinnules become shortened and separated, until at 
the end they lHe abbreviated almost down to late1·al spul'. Laten1l spurs similar 
to those of female, but bear only four or tive pairs of sareothecae. 
Dimensions: 
Hydroeaulus intel'nodl' (pinnate), 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), 
Pinna internode, length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, breadth at mouth 
Corbula (female), length 
Corbula (female), diamde.r 
length 
diametm· 
(}42-0·4:3 nnn. 
0·40-0·42 rnn1. 
0·38-0·43 nun. 
0·19-0·22 mn1. 
0·36-0·38 mm. 
0·21-0·22 mm. 
up to 1:~·5 rnm. 
up to 2·00 mn1. 
Locality: Seven miles east of Cape Pilhu, 100 fathoms (Briggs); Oyster Bay, 
20 fathoms (Bale); Off Wineglass Bay, 80 fathoms (Briggs); Bass Strait, 70-470 
fathoms (Bale). 
This 2pecies has bc~en found only in Tasmanian waters. 
The dimensions are those; given by Briggs (1915, p. :117). There is no speeimen 
in tb-!.s collection. 
Ag·laophenia armata Bale, HJ14 
(Fig. 90) 
ylrWJ;he!iLa armata Bale. 1H14c. 
Tropho8omr: Hydrocaulus polysiphonic, irregularly bran:::he,t, attaini1v <c h?ight 
of about 30 em.; a sing·]e pinna arises from e~c: -· bc·~m:.:h internode, the :jointing of 
which may be obscure; pinnar.; dose, altt•rnate, diver·gent, joints transverse or 
,;lightly oblique. Hydrothccae borne towards the front, at ahout ()0" to pinna axis, 
Plongate, tubular, a stl·ong intrathecal ridge arises near the base or tlw lateral 
sarcotlwcae and extends downwar·ds alxmt half-way aeross cell, nearly pamllr"l 
with pinna axis; margin of apcl'tut·e with large, median, anterior tooth, three 
lateral teeth on each side; back clc2ply eut-away. Two sc·ptal ridg,•s, on hydro·· 
thec:at2 internode, one beneath hydrotheca, one hc•Jwath lateral sat'cotheca, and 
m·casionally one between. Mesial sarcotlwea tubular, not coxtending much b(•yond 
the theca margin, straight or slightly eurved, somewhat divergent, free for distal 
thir·d of length, tormin:1l and lateral a]lertures often confluent. Lateral sarco-
theeae long, tulmlal', parallel to axis of tJy•ca to which they are adnate for whole 
]Pngth, ape~tures may he confluent.. Cauline sareothecae two on anterior side; of 
branch, a•1d one behind, nea1· origin of pinna. 
Gono3ome: Pinna rc placed by a gonangial ln·anch. Female: on branch, 
proximally, about eight to tc;n intc1·nodfos bear modified hydnJthecae, beyond is a 
c 'osed corlmla formed by about fift(•en ]nir,; of altcTnate pinnules; proximally the 
p:nnules bear 'a projecting sa1·cotheca and aboYc it a rninute inegular hydro~ 
theca ('?) with two or three san:othetac above' (Bale, lf114), this on distal side; 
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the di~tal portions of pinnules art• expanded into large lobes fringed with sarco-
theeae. Male: hearing only about four hydrotheeae pwximally on the gonangwl 
branch, c:orbula with much smaller foliaeeous lobes. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), length 
Hyd1·ocanlus intemode (pinnate), diameter 
Pinna inte1·node, h•ngth 
Pinna internode, diau1ete1· 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheea, breadth at mouth 
0·2G-0·28 ll1HL 
0·22-0·24 mm. 
0·28-0·;31 lllHL 
0·24-0·2G :nun. 
0<38-0·40 mm. 
0·17-0·19 rnm. 
Locality: Off' WinPglass Bay, F'reycinet Peninsula, 80 fathoms (Briggs). 
Distribution: Recorded from thirteen miles north-east of North Heef, 70-?tl 
fathonu;; 'Thirty--eight rni1es ruYI:Lh-Past uf North Reef _L]ghthou~e, Ca_pricorn (~l'OU}J~ 
off Port Curtis, Queensland, 74 fathoms (Bale). 
The measurements quoted above arc those given by Briggs ( 1915, p. 814). 
There is no spedmen in this collection. 
AtJlu.oplu:nia nrrnuJa Bak. Fip;. DO: -Pori.1on pn1n<:1 (at'Lf-"T Balo::~). A!!ltwphcniu 
Fit:.. 9J · Portion of _pinnrt. (afl-cJ· Bakd. /1(JltW?Jltenia diPu'f)(:ata ( Busk) Vi);. ~~2: 'f'urtiOlJ of p"i:n!Ht 
(aftf~r BaleL 
T·rophosoTnc: Hydrocaulus slender, polysiphonic, sparingly branched, attaining 
a height of al1out 1.2 em.; branches arise from peripheral faseide, most.ly on distal 
pmtion of hydrophyton; pinnae slender, alte1·nate, one on an internode, both se1·ies 
borne towards the Jront, joints transverse. Hych·othecae elongate, axis nearly 
para1lP1 vvith that of pinna, a stnall fold present on adeaulinc side ncar base; 
margin of aperture with an everted median anterior tooth, four equal triangular 
teeth on each side, the last pai1· obscured by the lateral sarcothecae, hac:k adnate. 
Septal ridges on thecate internodes at intratheeal fold, and at base of lateral 
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sarcothecae. Mesial sarcothecae extending beyond hydrotheca, somewhat divergent, 
adnate for two-thirds of length; free part tubular with distinct lateral and terminal 
ape:rtures. Lateral sarcothecae sub-tubular, adnate, reaching to theca margin, 
directed forwards and outwards, terminal and lateral apertures distinct or con-
fluent. Cauline sarcothecae large, two on branch near base of pinna. 
Dimensions: 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), length 
Hydocaulus internode (pinnate), diameter 
Pinna internode, length 
Pinna internode, diameter 
Hydrotheca, depth .... 
Hydrotheca, breadth at mouth 
0·42-0·45 mm. 
0·19-0·21 mm. 
0·43-0·45 mm. 
0·08-0·10 mm. 
0·35-0·38 mm. 
0·15-0·17 mm. 
Locality: Seven miles east of C. Pillar, 100 fathoms (Briggs); Off Wineglass 
Bay, Freycinet Peninsula, 80 fathoms (Briggs); Bass Strait (Bale). 
Bale originally erected this species for a single specimen from Bass Strait, 
pointing out at the time that: ' There is some doubt as to whether this species is 
identical with A. brevicaulus, Kirchenpauer '. 
The measurements recorded are those given by Briggs ( 1915, p. 315). There 
is no specimen in this coliection. 
Aglaophenia divaricata (Busk, 1852) 
Plumularia divaricata Busk, 1852. 
Plumularia ramosa Busk, 1852. 
Aglaophenia ramosa Kirchenpauer~ 1872. 
Aglaophenia McCoyi Bale, 1881. 
Lytocarpus ramosus Allman, 1886. 
Aglaophenia divaricata Kirchenpa.uet·, 1872. 
?Aglaophenia brevicaulus Kirchenpauer, 1872. 
Not Aglaophenia ramosa Allman, 1877. 
(Fig. 92) 
Trophosome: Hydrocaulus slender, branched, polysiphonic, attaining a height 
of about 12-15 em.; branches widely divergent, rarely in one plane, arising from 
peripheral fascicle; pinnae arise one on each internode, close, alternate, joints 
slightly oblique, both series borne towards the front of the stem. Hydrothecae 
set at an angle of about 45o to pinna axis, cup-shaped, with a small intrathecal 
ridge projecting into cell from middle of adcauline side; from ridge arises a thin 
fold partially dividing the hydrotheca into two; aperture large, with a long 
median, incurved tooth in front. four teeth on each side, back adnate. A transverse 
septal ridge, continuous with intrathecal ridge, crosses the internode. Mesial 
sarcotheca variable in length, at an angle of about 60o to pinna axis, adnate up to 
hydrotheca margin, with free part tapering in lateral view; lateral and terminal 
apertures distinct, ani! an opening leading into the hydrotheca. Lateral sarcothecae 
conical, adnate up to hydrotheca margin, with a free tubular neck directed forwarcits 
and upwards, lateral and terminal apertures distinct. Cauline sarcothecae resemble 
laterals, two on branch at base of each pinna. 
G0nosome: Normal pinna replaced by a gonangial branch. Modified pinnae 
bear from 15-20 pairs of alternate pinnules; pinnules each borne on a short 
internode, and each with two lateral series of sarcothecae similar to hydrothecal 
laterals, but larger: sarcothecae opposite, except proximally where the first two· 
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on the distal side of pinnule lack corresponding ones on the proximal side; jointing 
of pinnules obscure; two sarcothecae present on pinna at base of each pinnule. 
The two series of pinnules are arched, meeting at top, forming an open corbula. 
A single hydrotheca borne proximally on the pinna below the corbula. 
Dimensions : 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), length 
Hydrocaulus internode (pinnate), diameter 
Pinna internode, length 
Pinna internode, diameter . . . . . ... 
Hydrotheca, depth 
Hydrotheca, breadth at aperture 
0·29-0·33 mm. 
0·28-0·29 mm. 
0·26-0·28 mm. 
0·17-0·19 mm. 
0·24-0·26 mm. 
0·17-0·19 m1n. 
Locality: Storm Bay (Briggs); Oyster Bay, 60 fathoms (Bale); Off Wine-
glass Bay, 80 fathoms (Briggs); Bass Strait (Busk); George Town (Kirchenpauer). 
Distribution: Recorded from Swan Island, Banks Strait (Busk); Wilson's 
Promontory, Victoria (Kirchenpauer); Portland; Griffiths' Point; Queenscliff; 
Williamstown, Victoria; Brighton, South Australia; Port Jackson, N.S.W. (Bale); 
Victoria (Marktanner-Turneretscher); Station 54, within Jervis Bay, N.S.W., 
10-11 fathoms (Ritchie). 
The measurements are those given by Briggs (1913, p. 316). There is no 
specimen in this collection. 
I wish especially to thank Professor V. V. Hickman, not only for providing 
a large part of the material for study, but also for his interest and most helpful 
guidance. 
This paper was prepared whilst in receipt of a Research Grant from the 
University of Tasmania. 
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